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The purpose of this book
In almost every profession, one or two key
publications usually lead the way in prov~ding the most useful and comprehensive coverage of a given field. For the Library and
Information Science field, such a source of
information, ideas, and reference is the Annual Review of Information Science and
Technology.
The purpose of the Annual Review is to describe and appraise the developments and
trends in the field of information science
during the past year. The appraisals stem
from careful research by a team of authoritative specialists of significant reports, journal articles, laboratory studies, "pilot" programs, and other sources . . . and the essence of this activity is reported in concise,
usable form.
In this way the Annual Review enables you
to survey the broad panorama of information
systems at various levels and in a variety
of circumstances . . . and to a degree that

would be next to impossible through individual research alone. Certainly. the ever
increasing flood of published literature each
year in all its forms underscores the importance of such a periodic "state of the profession" report.
Not only is the Annual Review valuable as a
self-contained current awareness tool-with
its well documented reports on virtually
every aspect of the information science field
-but its comprehensive index and bibliography make it especially useful for research. These references permit the reader
to quickly identify the source of relevant information on a variety of special applications or other topics of interest.
Those already familiar with the Annual Review look forward each year to its appearance. If you personally haven't had the opportunity to examine this significant volume,
we urge you to send for your free-examination copy today.

Published in cooperation with ASlS (The American Soc~etyfor Information Science)

15%Discount Certificate
CHECK HERE TO ORDER BACK
ISSUES
In addition to Volume 6, please send
me the earlier edition(s) checked
below. Same 10-Day Free Examination applies.
0Vol. l(1966)-$15.00
0Vol. 2 (1967)- 15.00
0Vol. 3 (1968)- 15.00
0Vol. 4 (1969)- 16.00
0Vol. 5 (1970)- 17.50
COMPLETE SET (Vols. 1-5)$64.50, plus shipping. Individual
volumes available at 15% discount
from prlces shown above.
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Gentlemen: Please send me a copy of Volume 6 of the Annual Review.
I understand I may examine the book for ten days, and if not entirely
pleased I may return the book at the end of that time and bwe nothing
for it. Otherwise, I will remit the reduced price of $14.87 per copy, plus
shipping (instead of the $17.50 bookstore price), as full payment.
STANDING ORDER OPTION-Check here if you want to receive
the Annual Review automatically each year as it is published . . . also
at same discount.
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Everything yo
wanted to kno
INFORMATION
but were afrai
...we asked for you.
And we asked
and we asked
and we asked.

...
". . .the best source of information
for activities, organizations,
publications, meetings and services i n
the field of information science and
technology. I t is indispensable for
the busy academician."
Alan M Rees School of Library Srlencr
Care Weslrrn R r r r r v r Onw~r\zlv

INFORMATION is a unique
current awareness journal
that tells YOU
who's doing what,
where,
how
and why.

We've done all the
searching, compiling,
checking and
double-checking
for you.

".. .

desiened to meet a lone-felt need
for curreit awareness on theupart of the
professional i n information science.
It is destined to be a distinguished
contribution i n the field, bringing
together a wealth of pertinent and
useful material."
lames Humphry 111
Vrce Presrdenf, H . W W ~ l s o nCompany

''It occurred to me, as I scanned the
current issue, that Ishould write to
tell you how valuable INFORMATION
has been to me. The items reported are
timely, informative, and relevant."
Allen Kent Dfrecfor, Office o f
Communicarrons Propr.lm Unrversify 01 P,llsburgh

". . . a valuable source of both news
and knowledge to those whose business
is the exchange of scientific
and technical information."
5.K . Cabeen

D~recfor,Eng~neerrngSoriclipi L,brary

"...

this reviewer certainly favors
library acquisition." LIBRARY IOURNAL

We're complete.
Authoritative.
And thoroughly convenient.
--

-

BIMONTHLY
- OVER 300 PAGES YEARLY
1972 volume t an-D~C) 6 issues $25.00
---

-

science a s s o c ~ a ~ e s / ~ n ~ e r n a Inc.
~~ona~.
23 East 26th Street

-

New York. N .Y. 10010

"theG u i d e 9 ' t 0 the latest in Information
Storage and Retrieval is here.

Encgclopedia o f
Information Sgstems
and Services
A new guide to Computerized Systems
and Services Data Banks Library and
Information Networks
Services Clearinghou
Centers Advanced Li
and Retrieval Systems
Centers Planning an
Agencies Information Centers
Consulting and Research

.

Featuring: Full page descriptions of more than 800 organizations with over 2000 inComprehensive coverage of more than 4000 subjects in science and
dexed services.
Easy-to-use listtechnology, education, medicine, social sciences and the humanities.
ings for a wide range of information handling activities: systems, services, centers,
networks, consulting, planning, research, micrographics, computer applications, and association activities.
Representation of all components of the information community:
academic, publishing, governmental, industrial, and non-profit professional societies and
Twelve indexes to corporate and personal names, sponsors, services, and
institutes.
publications; acronyms and initialisms dictionary.

.

Among the programs described are the following:

.

. .
.

.

New York Times Data Bank National lnformation System for Psychology Micrographic Catalog Retrieval System
National Referral Center MEDLARS Chemical Abstracts Service Map lnformation Office Bay Area Reference
Center Museum Computer Network National Center for Educational Statistics National Meteorological Center
Social Legislation Information Service CCM lnforrnation Corporation Inforonics, Inc. National Standard Reference
Data System American Society for lnformation Science Computers and the Humanities Science lnformation Exchange Center for Applied Linguistics National Space Science and Data Center Reference and Research Library
Resources System .Textile lnformation Center. Metals lnformation System Educational Resources lnformation Center

.
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Compiled and edited by:

.
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Dr. Anthony T . Kruzas, Professor of Library Science,

the University of Michigan

ready now!

xii, 1109 pages
8% x 11 clothbound

$67.50 postpaid

order EDWARDS BROTHERS INC.
from: 2500 South State Street
Ann Arbor, Mich. 4 8 1 0 4
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Biographical sketches of:
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National Environmental Policy Act, Environmental Quality 1mprovernt.nt Act. Federal Water
Pollution Control Act, Solid Waste D i i p o d Act,
Clean ,Air .4ct, National Emission Standards Act,
Refuse 4ct of 1800, Fish and W'ildlife Coordination Act, and amendments.

Ecology meetings & seminars:
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federal and state agencies concerned with
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280 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10016
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ARCHIVES OF MASS
SPECTRAL DATA

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF
CHEMICAL KINETICS

Editors: E. Stenhagen, University of
Goteborg, Sweden; S. Abrahamsson,
University of Goteborg, Sweden; and
F. W. McLafferty, Cornell University
Volume Ill - Quarterly
Subscription Price: $50.b0
Foreign Postage: $2.00

Editor-in-Chief: Sidney W. Benson,
Stanford Research Institute
Volume IV - Bimonthly
Subscription Price: $35.00
Foreign Postage: $3.00

BIOPOLYMERS
An International Journal of Research
on Biological Macromolecules
Editor: Murray Goodman, Polytechnic
lnstitute of Brooklyn
Volume XI - Monthly
Subscription Price: $120.00
Foreign Postage: $6.00

BIOTECHNOLOGY AND
BIOENGINEERING
Managing Editor: Elmer L. Gaden, Jr.,
Columbia University
Volume XIV - Bimonthly
Subscription Price: $70.00
Foreign Postage: $3.00

COMMUNICATIONS ON PURE
AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS
Issued by the Courant lnstitute of
Mathematical Sciences,
New York University
Managing Editor: Fritz John
Technical Editor:
Natascha Artin Brunswick
Volume XXV - Bimonthly
Subscription Price: $30.00
Foreign Postage: $3.00

DEVELOPMENTAL
PSYCHOBIOLOGY
Editor-in-Chief: Gilbert W. Meier,
George Peabody College
Volume V - Quarterly
Subscription Price: $15.00
Foreign Postage: $2.00

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF
QUANTUM CHEMISTRY
Editor-in-Chief: Per-Olov Lowdin,
University of Uppsala, Sweden and
University of Florida
Volume VI - Bimonthly,
plus Symposium # 6
Subscription Price: $120.00
Foreign Postage: $5.00

JOURNAL OF APPLIED
POLYMER SCIENCE
Board of Editors: H. Mark, W. Cooper,
M. Morton, B. Ranby, P. Weiss
Volume XVI - Monthly, plus Symposia
Subscription Price: $150.00
Foreign Postage: $6.00

JOURNAL OF BIOMEDICAL
MATERIALS RESEARCH
Editor-in-Chief: Sumner N. Levine,
State University of New York,
Stony Brook
Volume VI-Bimonthly, plus Symposia
Subscription Price: $50.00
Foreign Postage: $3.00

JOURNAL OF
NEUROBIOLOGY
Editor-in-Chief: Sidney Ochs,
Indiana University Medical Center
Volume Ill - 4 Issues
Subscription Price: $20.00
Foreign Postage: $2.00

JOURNAL OF POLYMER
SCIENCE

TRANSACTIONS OF THE
SOCIETY OF RHEOLOGY

Published i n Five Parts
Board of Editors:
H. Mark, C. G. Overberger, T. G. Fox
Volume X
Part A-1 : Polymer Chemistry-Monthly
Part A-2: Polymer Physics - Monthly
Part B: Polymer Letters - Monthly
Part C: Polymer Symposia-Irregularly
Part D: Macromolecular Reviews,
Vol. 6
Subscription Price: $325.00
Foreign Postage: $15.00

Editor: Raymond R. Myers,
Kent State University
Volume XVI - Quarterly
Subscription Price: $30.00
Foreign Postage: $2.00

JOURNAL OF RESEARCH IN
SCIENCE TEACHING
Published under the auspices of National Association for Research i n
Science Teaching and Association for
the Education of Teachers in Science
Editor: 0 . Roger Anderson, Teachers
College, Columbia University
Volume IX - 4 lssues
Subscription Price: $10.00
Foreign Postage: $1 .OO

NETWORKS
An International Journal
Editor-in-Chief: Ivan T. Frisch,
Network Analysis Corporation
Volume I - 4 lssues
Volume ll - 4 lssues
Subscription Price: $25.00 per volume
Foreign Postage: $2.00

SCIENCE EDUCATION
Editor: N. E. Bingham, University
of Florida
Volume 56 - Quarterly
Subscription Price: $12.00
Foreign Postage: $2.00

3ack volume prices on request.
l r d e r from Dept. 093

Wiley-lnterscience Journals
from John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.,
England
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL
FOR NUMERICAL METHODS
IN ENGINEERING
Editors: Olgierd C. Zienkiewicz,
University of Wales, and Richard H.
Gallagher, Cornell University
Volume IV - Quarterly
Subscription Price: $36.00

INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL
OF MATHEMATICAL
EDUCATION IN SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY
Editors: Avi C. Bajpai, University
of Technology, Loughborough,
Leicestershire, and W. Ted Martin,
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
Volume Ill -Quarterly
Subscription Price: $12.00

SOFTWARE - PRACTICE
AND EXPERIENCE
Editors: Charles A. Lang, Cambridge
University, and D. W. Barton,
University of Southampton
Volume II - Quarterly
Subscription Price: $20.00
The above journals should be
ordered directly from JOHN WILEY
& SONS, Ltd., Baffins Lane,
Chichester, Sussex, England.

division of JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc., 605 Third Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10016
n Canada: 22 Worcester Road, Rexdale, Ontario
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HOW TO FllE A FICHE

HOW TO RETRIEVE A FICHE
OR APERTURE CARD
ed) v ~ s ~ b style
l e mdex sheets
ds for housmg mrcrof~che,
e sheet holds 30 f ~ c h eor

VIZ-A-FICHETM SYSTEM EASEL BINDER IS a
portable housing devrce, VIZ-A-RACKTM SYSTEM,
a satelhte work station, is the u l t m a t e in
convenience for storage and retreival.
Write for further ~ n f o r m a t ~ o n .
84 Hudson Avenue,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11201

All Things Must Pass
Susan Kamm's letter in your October 1971
issue dealt with priorities. Since I am not a
special librarian or a member of the Special
Libraries Association, I will not comment on
the internal matters she discussed although
they are remarkably similar to problems being discussed within the American Library
Association of which I am a member.
I do want to comment on her implied position concerning the whereabouts of SLA during the SST and Lockheed issues. I t should
be abundantly clear that national priorities
have changed and when this happens people are affected. Hopefully this change will
benefit a great many Americans who have
been "have-nots" all of these years.
It is perfectly appropriate for any library
association, whether it be SLA, ALA, or
ACRL to defend members' jobs when these
members are unfairly removed from them.
However, I doubt the proprietary of association attempts to preserve members' jobs
in the face of changing national priorities.
T h e DOD and its subsidiaries Boeing, Lockheed, etc., having been the fair hair children
of our national budget for at least two decades, they cannot expect to remain so forever.
Joseph F. Boykin, Jr.
The University of North Carolina
Charlotte, N.C. 28213

The Case of the Thin Directory
Perhaps this letter should be addressed to
the SL.4, but I prefer to air my views in Special Libraries in the hope that fellow librarians will share my thoughts.
T h e Special Libraries Association Directory
1971/72 came as a shock and disappointment! Instead of improving its coverage by
giving the organizational affiliation of members, it reduced its coverage to the bare minimum. Since when is an organization directory stripped of its membership listing! ?
What is an organization without the supporting members? It is these members who pay
their dues and publicize SLA in all their
own activities and who deserve to have an
annual Directory to use as a reference tool
throughout the year.
As a reference librarian, I know the value
of directories and make good use of all, in-

LETTERS

cluding the membership directories of organizations. I n library systems these directories lead us to individuals in special areas
and facilitate inter-librarian cooperation. Will
it now be necessary for every Division to bring
out its own directory and for Divisions to
exchange or sell these?
May I offer an alternative? If it is too
costly to issue a special Directory, why not
reserve one issue of Special Libraries for this
purpose? T h e American Physical Society has
one Bulletin each year for its Constitution
and membership list. Such an issue would
serve a double purpose and last throughout
the year and longer.
Mrs. Raphaella Iiingsbury
University of California
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
Berkeley, Calif. 94720

ED. N o T E - T ~ ~196?/70 and 1970/71 Directories of S L A have been the only two ever
distributed to all the members without
charge. Before 1969, Directories were issued
at approximately three year intervals and
sold for a nominal amount. ( T h e 1966 Directory was sold at $250 to members, and
$10.00 to nonmembers. T h e r e were never
more than 1,500 copies purchased. T h i s sales
income did not cover the production expenses.) T h e roster of Association Chapter
and Division officers and Committees had
never been made available to the members
as a whole before 1969. T h i s information i n
mimeographed format was distributed only
t o the persons whose names appeared i n the
roster. T h i s year the roster had been mailed
to all members.
T o issue the Directory as an issue of Special Libraries would save money only by
eliminating many pages of text. T h e number of pages of the Directory are approximately equal to two issues of Special Libraries. Whether the Directory is a separate
publication or a n issue of a journal, the production costs will remain the same. Unfortunately, if there are competing nceds for
the available money, there can only be a
Board decision i n fauor of one of the competing purposes.

CHECKLIST
title page and index
missing issues
damaged or missing pages
replacing damaged or missing pages
collating issues with title page and index

0 Order MICROFILM copy of complete volume
from MAXWELL INTERNATIONAL MICROFORMS CORPORATION
O MICROFILM - check-in and use

Instructing the Binder

0 (a) whether to cut out advertising pages
(b) as to color of cloth
(c) as to stamping on spine
following up on delivery from binder
0 checking on binder's work
processing and shelving volumes

Replace your 1971 Volumes of Pergarnon Journals
with Open Reels or Cartridges to be supplied early

Please ask for our special price list covering
MICROFICHE SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES.
This service will airmail the microfiche of each
issue as released in 1972173. U.S. subscribers
will be in receipt of the microfiche edition
many weeks in advance of the conventional
COPY.
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Hail the Rook?
I am surprised a t Eugene Ruskin's reaction (Special Libraries, Oct 1971, p . 1 1 ~ )to
fellow librarian Landau's recommendation
that special librarians become data base managers. Mr. Ruskin seems to attribute to information scientists the use of computers as
a primary information tool, while he distinguishes librarians because of their reliance
o n books. I t h a s been my experience as a
special librarian that this is a n invalid generalization. Special libraries handle information in whatever format is most expeditious
and convenient, and there is n o ideological
difference between keeping that information
in a book, a tecllnical report, a newspaper
clipping, a map, a microfiche, a slide, or a
magnetic tape. T o state that special libraries
are primarily or exclusively collections of
books is to enshrine the temporary fact that
after Gutenberg the printed-book- became a
more convenient method for library storage
than illuminated manuscripts, papyrus scrolls,
o r stone tablets. For many applications the
printed book is still supreme. For others the
use of technical reports, microchips or magnetic tapes may be more efficient. Each situation must obviously be considered o n its own
merits, but the technique for storage is not
what makes or denies the special library.
T h e r e are special libraries which consist almost exclusively of books, and I have managed one special library which contained n o
books a t all, although it did have its own
IBM 360/40 computer.
I think that the motto of the Special Libraries Association: "Putting Knowledge to
Work" is magnificent a n d timeless i n the
fact that it stresses the objective a n d not the
technique. When Dr. Lapp first postulated it
i n 1916 there were neither computers nor
microfiche, but this has in n o way invalidated the motto. I hope that it will be as
valid i n another 55 years, regardless o f the
way we store our information in the year
2026.
If Mr. Ruskin is correct a n d our concern
is with books rather than with knowledge,
then perhaps the motto should be changed
to the somewhat less stirring "Putting Books
o n Shelves."
Herbert S. White
Institute Eor Scientific Information
Philadelphia, Pa. 19106

Can be used both as a checklist
and order form Request your free
copy today Together with our other
catalogues, llsted below. 11 w~llglve
you a complete p~ctureof the Url~led
Nat~onsPubllshmg Programme

-

Sales Catalogue 1971
Standlng Order Serv~ceBrochure
Off~clalRecords 1962-1970

United Nations Publicat~ons
LX-2300. New Y o r k , N.Y 10017

Room

This combination film/book storage
cabinet and work table offers a number
of outstanding advantages to schools,
libraries and others engaged in film
and book storage.

The BEC
MOBILE LlBRARlUM
Write for complete information and prlces:

BAY ELECTRIC COMPANY
627 FIRST STREET
MENOMINEE, MICHIGAN 49858

Professional service that meets general and specialized requirements for domestic and foreign periodicals, continuations
and other books in series-as well as all foreign books.

A wide range of blanket order programs and subscription plans
especially designed by professional librarians and bibliographers for all types of libraries.
A fully automated data processing system which enables us to
process orders and invoices promptly and accurately.
A customer service department that gives personalized attention
to each account and insures efficient handling of all customer
orders and inquiries.

A global network of branch offices and agents which assures us
of first-hand information from publishers throughout the world.
Let the knowledge, skill and experience acquired through one hundred
years of service to libraries work for you.

STECHERT- HAFNER, INC.
A CI'.ll C < ! r n " U >

Serving libraries since 1872
31 East 10th Street, New York, New York 10003
Branch offices and agents throughout the world
Telephone: 212-674-6210
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The Automation of Libraries
Some Economic Considerations
I. A. Warheit
International Business Machines Corporation, San Jose, California

T h e rapidly rising costs of library
operations with little or no improvement in productivity are forcing the librarian to search for new tools and systems. Data processing is the primary
means available for solving this cost
squeeze. T h e librarian, however, has difficulty in analyzing his costs and getting
support for the necessary capital invest-

ment. Some details are given explaining
start u p and conversion costs when library mechanization is undertaken. Cost
trends for labor and computer equipment are briefly described which under\core the economics to be expected with
he application of data processing in the
library.

THE

amine the past experiences of librarians
and those in other similar or related
industries in their acceptance or rejection of data processing. However, experience has shown that we are still so intimately involved in this technological
revolution that any analysis carries with
it emotional overtones. However, i t
should be possible to take a dispassion;~te
look at the economic forces which seem
to form the major impetus for the application of data processing.

HISTORY of library automation
is over thirty years old. Automation is
used here, in a rather loose way, to describe the application of data processing,
110th EDP (computers) and ADP (punch
cards), to library operations. T h e emphasis is entirely on the clerical and housekeeping functions of the library and not
on the intellectual and professional aspects of librarianship. Although Ralph
I'arker first started using punch cards
and ADP equipment for library operations at the University of Texas in 1956,
little was done until after the Airlie
House Conference in 1963. At first thc
movement towards library automation
was very slow. In the last few yews, however, it has accelerated very rapidly. T h e
reasons for the long neglect and the current rush are based on a number of technological, educational, psychological,
and above all, economic factors.
It would be extremely useful to ex-

Economic Pressures
T h e librarian is coming under tremendous economic pressures. He is being
forced to look at his operations in ways
that are different from those to which he
has been accustomed. Since he is inadequately prepared to fight these new economic battles, he finds it very difficult
not only to adopt an intelligent strategy,

but even to understand fully the basic
problems involved.
H e is being offered automation as a
means of solving his economic problems;
yet when he turns to machine systems, he
finds he must spend more money. He
must change many of his procedures.
T h e products he gets from the machines
often do not meet his standards. T h e
wonderful new services that automation
will give him are, for the present at least,
often just promises. He is being asked to
surrender many of his controls and prerogatives to the computer technicians
who too often have a \cry simplistic concept of the library and its problems but
who, too often, act as if the librarian
really does not understand modern technology and what it can do for the library.
T h e economic plight of libraries is
pointed u p very sharply by the studies
of the President's National Advisory
Commission on Libraries. T h e Commission had Professor W.J. Baumol, an
economist at Princeton University, prepare a report On the Economzcs of Library Operation. This report and the
other studies prepared for the Commission were published and should have
become very significant factors in the
thinking and planning of thoughtful
librarians. Unfortunately, the report was,
in general, ignored. I n the report, Baumol analyzes library cost trends, the
implications that these trends have for
library financing, and a number of other
topics on the basic economics of libraries.
T h e major implications that are &awn
are rather frightening. Certainly the immediate prospects for libraries are
gloomy. There are many economic topics covered in the study, but the one of
special significance for library automation is on the productivity of librarians.

Librarian Productivity
T h e study shows that library outlays
have trebled in a decade. Library operating expenditures have grown much more
rapidly than student enrollment or number of volumes added. T h e productivity
per man-hour of the librarian has risen

much more slowly than it has in manufacturino;. As salaries rise and there is no
offsetting improvement in productivity,
library costs compound. As productivity
increases in other occupations, the cost
pressures on libraries increase. Of course,
many aspects of librarianship, similar to
somd other occupations such-as teaching,
nursing and the like, by the very nature
of its work, cannot reduce librarian time
and so improve productivity. Also, librarians have tried to reduce costs by a
varietv of methods which include a
number of cooperative efforts, forcing the
patron to provide more self-service, eliminating "frills" and reducing niceties in
cataloging, having vendors assume more
responsibility for selection and acquisition. and so-on. A l t h o u ~ hsuch methods
have not been fully exploited, nevertheless their potential for really reducing
library opkrating costs is quite small.
T h e basic problem of improving librarian productivity still remains the only
real ipproach for slowing down the accelerating rise in library operating costs.
Professor Baumol recognizes the possibility that automation might be a means
of improving the librarian's productivity,
but he is not very optimistic in view of
the apparent high costs encountered in
some of the early automation applications in libraries. Like Professor Baumol, many librarians feel that the
economic justification for library automation is lacking.
L,

L,

Cost Analysis Difficult

In trying to make a meaningful cost
analysis of library operations in order to
compare present costs and the costs of an
automated system, the librarian is faced
with some very difficult problems. He
does not seem to be able to make a good
economic analysis of his library's operations. Libraries are not operated as profit
and loss enterprises. Librarians d o not
measure their work in terms of profit
earned. They do not devote much time
to improving performance rates. For the
most part, they are not really interested
in their operating costs, nor do they expend much effort to really determine

The basic problem of improving librarian productivity still remains the
only real approach for slowing down
the accelerating rise in library operating costs.

them. When on a rare occasion an attempt is made to analyze oper'lting costs,
the attempt is usually amateurish, the
test sample is too small, and the problems presented are very difficult and discouraging. A major difficulty in breaking
out the costs of specific tasks is caused
by the fact that each library staff member, ;IS a rule, performs a variety of
tasks. I t is usually almost impossible to
determine how much time is spent on
each, or how frequently each iq performed. Tasks overlap. Work has to be
expedited. Emergencies met. Professionals frequently do clerical chores and
clericals occasionally step in the breach
and do what should be a professional
responsibility. For these antl many other
reasons, there are no reliable figures and
very few good estimates of the present
costs of individual tasks. T h e only really
reliable figures are those available for
material costs antl total salary costs. Under such circumstan~es,it becomes quite
impossible to determine displaceable
costs.
Even where a data processing system
is installed in a library and very detailed
cost figures are maintained (one of the
virtues of the machines is that, as a pure
byproduct, they keep excellent records of
the system performance) the figures, or
really, the meaning of the figures can be
disputed. This is due to the fact that
there are no so-called "total" or integrated library systems in operation as
yet. Only single applications such as a
part of the ordering or circulation control are "on the machine." T h u s the
gleat virtue of the machine system-the
multiple use of the machine components
for a variety of tasks, and the multiple
use of the same record for a number of
applications and outputs-is
not real-

ized as yet. I n other words, the present
costs for a single operation will in time
be spread over a number of operations
and it will only be then that an honest
cost figure can be determined. Furthermore, since the operation is still very
new, it is still on the learning curve.
There are, therefore, a number of inefficiencies which will be overcome. I n
addition, the conversion has not been
completed as yet. A number of parallel
manual operations are being continued
and the machine system has to produce
a number of printouts to support these
manual operations. Often these printouts
are the most expensive part of the operation.
In addition to the normal operating
costs of an automatic system, the librarian must also add the conversion costs.
l'hese include the usual capital investment in equipment, system design and
program development. Conversion of the
older bibliographic records into machine

I s the investment worth it?

readable form is also necessary. Parallel
operation of the old and the new systems is sometimes required, thus creating double costs. There is a learning
period which contributes to inefficient
operation of the new system, etc. All
these represent additional costs beyond
the actual operation of the system. Such
hurdles frighten many librarians. From
their point of view, they cannot afford
to get involved with data processing until the new systems are fully developed,
tested and operational and all development costs have been absorbed. T h e
question is, "can they afford to wait?"
Obviously some can and some cannot.
Or better, some think they can and some
think they cannot.
Some librarians very much want to
improve their services, save their patrons'
time, prevent unnecessary duplication,
and have greater utilization of their collection. But none of these added services
lend themselves to economic measure-

ments which might justify the special
costs involved in installing a new system.
All these factors-and there are many
more-make it quite impossible to compare the costs of a library data processing
system with the manual system it is to
replace. T h e only thing the librarian
knows for sure is that he must exvend
additional funds to install and operate
the new system. Is the investment worth
it?
From the Baumol study it is quite
clear that the present library systems
have a built-in inexorable cost rise with
essentially n o improvement in productivity. T h e performance ratio thus becomes worse and worse. This is not true
of most industries because, as costs rise,
they improve their productivity. I n many
instances their vroducts actuallv become
cheaper. Any industry where costs rise
continually without any compensating
improvement in productivity in time
will price itself out of existence and be
replaced.
What assurance is there. however. that
applying data processing to libraries can
reverse this cost rise trend, especially in
view of the fact that to start a new svstem involves some special costs over and
above the costs of the present manual
systems?
Automation Costs Decreasing
T h e two basic costs for library automation involve storage costs and processing costs. Later, as library networks
or consortia enter the picture, communication costs will also become a major
factor. Leaving the last aside, let us examine storage and processing costs.
At first, knowledgeable librarians rejected the early computers because they
were linear devices that depended on
magnetic tape for the storage of information. They argued that tape storage,
which meant linear processing, made it
quite impossible to handle the very large
files typical of libraries. Sarcastic comments that the computer was still in the
age of the scroll were heard. When the
RAMAC, the first direct access storage

device, appeared in 1956 and, interestingly enough, in order to demonstrate
the hardware, one of the first tests was
to store a library catalog in it, librarians
essentially refused even to look at it,
even though it showed that the computer
need not be tied to tape. T h e reason, of
course, was that the direct access storage
mechanism was just at the beginning of
its development and was, therefore, too
small and too expensive for the library.

Any industry where costs rise continually without any compensating improvement in productivity in time will
price itself out of existence and be
replaced.

After all, its total capacity was only some
20,000 highly compressed book records
and the cost of storage was about $1.00
per character per year. From a capacity
and cost viewpoint it was not a practical
device for libraries.
T h e same laboratory that in 1956 produced the RAMAC, whose storage capacity could barely contain 20,000 titles
and whose costs were $1.00 per character,
delivered in 1968 a descendant of
RAMAC, whose capacity is over twice
the size of the National U n i o n Catalog,
which has some 16 million records, and
the cost of storage in this device is less
than $.008 per character, which is really
not much more than photocopying. I t is
also interesting to note that just a year
before this large storage file was announced, the Library of Congress estimated that such a file, to store the National U n i o n Catalog, would cost five
times as much. Machines do improve in
productivity. They always have.
- computer perfckrnance has had a similar spectacular increase in productivity.
From 1950 t h r o u"~ h1962 scientific cornputation, holding cost constant, improved 81yo per year. From 1963 through
1966 the annual improvement was 115%.
For commercial computation, in which
category most library processing would

fall, the yearly improvement from 19.50
through 1962 was 87% and from 1963
through 1966 computer performance improved per year a fantastic 160y0.Normally, industry is quite satisfied to show
an annual increase in efficiency of some
37,. This generally takes care of all cost
rises i n our inflationary and competitive
commercial society.
Just how long this rate of productivity
improvement of storage and processing
will continue it is impossible to say. It
is safe to assume, however, that as long
as man can improve his machines
there will be improvement in their productivity. Data processing costs thus have
been decreasing and seemingly this trend
will continue. I n fact, although it has
been pointed out above, one cannot
really compare the costs of automated
library systems with manual systems,
some of the new library data processing
applications are already proving more
economical than the systems they replaced.

Conversion Costs
There still remains, nevertheless, the
big hurdle of conversion costs. Here the
library bears a special burden. Compared to most industries, very few resources have gone into any technological
advances which would benefit library
operations.
Libraries are, with very few exceptions, not independent operations, but
part of a host organization. T h e libraries are primarily considered as overhead
and not really part of the primary mission of the host organization. As a result,
they may be provided the necessary operational funds, but certainly n o developmental funds.
l ' h e library schools at universities have
almost entirely been teaching and training institutions. Until very recently they
had no research activities worthy of the
name, and the graduate programs have
produced practically no research which
can affect the operation of libraries. T h e
few librarians who wanted to do developmental work in the data and information processing areas in cooperation with

. . . as long as man can improve his
machines there will be improvement
in their productivity.

programmers, systems people, engineers,
linguists and the like, had to call themselves documentalists and set u p their
own organizations and journals in order
to communicate.
With minor exceptions, industry has
not been attracted to the library market.
T h e library market has looked too small
to attract any industry development investment. Whatever library benefits came
from industry were generally fall-outs
from other applications. T h e long, sad
history of microforms is a case in point.
lndustry did little or nothing for libraries in this area. I t was not until
government, business and engineering
discovered the potential utility of microforms that industry really become active
in developing equipment and standards
which many librarians had been requesting for a long time. And, it is only in
the last few years that the federal government and private foundations like
the Council o n Library Resources have
made any real contributions to support
library research and development.
For all these reasons. libraries and
notably library operations have, compared to other technologies, been starved
for development funds. This meager investment in research and development is
putting a strain on librarians when they
attempt to convert to data processing.
Actually the picture is not quite that
black, for libraries can and are benefiting from the experience of others in
converting to dita processing. Nevertheless, one cannot avoid the various
changeover costs mentioned previously.
How to minimize these is the real question. T h e basic problem is not, "should
data processing be applied to the library?" From all evidence it is inevitable. T h e problem is, "when should the
change be initiated?" Obviously this is
a decision that must be made for each
individual case.

When to Convert?
One can get some insights here by
studying the experiences of other technologies which have preceded librarianship in adopting data processing. T h e
histories of these have not been written
as yet, but even the most cursory examination provides important clues. T w o
things stand out. First, the lead time
necessary to convert is longer than expected and delay in starting can be very
damaging. Second, once automation is
started, one enters into a dynamic environment which calls for continuous
growth, change and evolution.
I t may not be fair to compare libraries
with competitive commercial institutions
but, in industry after industry, those
units that started early to use data processing got the competitive advantage.
Many of the old giants who deferred converting until what they considered adequate systems and equipment were a\~ailable found themselves overtaken by
some of their smaller competitors who
had moved into data processing very
early. Of course, there are many who
claim that these little firms won out because of imaginative and progressive
management, and the adoption of data
processing was merely an example of this
bold and more intelligent management.
Nevertheless, they made effective use of
data processing, and the laggards also
had to turn to data processing, but, having lost the lead time to competition,
could not catch u p or had difficulty
catching up.
Translated into the library environment, this means that the longer the
library defers capturing the record of
new acquisitions in machine readable
form, the greater will be the problem of
conversion and implementation when
the library is ready to establish a new
system.
T h e second point concerns dynamic
change. Once a technology starts using
machines, it finds itself swept along by
the whole scientific and technical development of mechanical and electrical and
electronic devices. Procedures and processes keep changing and evolving as new

and improved devices provide ever new
opportunities.
An even stronger influence than just
being on the machine development escalator comes from the effects of scientific
research. As long as knowledge about a
discipline is based almost entirely on
pragmatic experience, the applications
and processes of that discipline will develop vely slowly. TVhen, however, sy5tematic research is applied and theoretical foundations are postulated and
worked out, then, based on these new
insights, new techniques are developed.
T h e practice and application of that
discipline which had formerly been a
craft o r a trade now becomes n true profession.
Library processing sjstems in the past
have evolved Dorn practical experience.
L i b ~ a r yprocessing has changed very little o\er the years. As a result, libra~ians,
unfortunately, have earned a reputation lor complacency and conservatism.

Machines do improve in productivity.
They always have.

Even now, the present movement to data
processing in libraries involves primarily
the conversion of current manual rxocedures to machine methods with little
change in actual processes and products.
In spite of all the "blue sky" talk, there
is really little awareness of just how data
processing will change librarianship. All
crystal halls are very opaque. One thing,
though, seems certain: Change will be
continuous. As the new tools are applied
..
and as research provides new insights,
new applications and new procedures
will be developed. If one waits for the
stable "perfect" system, one will probably wait forever. This is a disturbing,
undornfortable and yet exhilarating
thought. It is not comfortable to contemplate continuous flux. Yet it would
he extremely naive to wait for this
changeover to data processing to be
"completed" before adopting any of the
new techniques. It is also very naive to

. . . there is really little awareness of
just how data processing will change
librarianship.

think one can escape the major changeover and conversion costs if only one
waits long enough. For a long time to
come, there is not going to be a standstill
in technical development. I n fact, the
rate of change will probably continue to
accelerate. Realization of this is having
a profound effect on education for librarianship. I n other words, although no
one wants to be the first upon whom the
new is tried, one cannot indefinitely suspend his decision to adopt the new in
the expectation that things will settle
down soon and no major changes will
occur for a long time therealter.

Conclusion
Basically then, the librarian considering automation faces some one-time
start-up and changeover costs. He also
has an added expense in that, for a time,
he must support his manual system with
a number of printouts until the automated system can take over and lie has
confidence in it. O n the other hand, he

realizes that the costs for his present
manual system are rising and there is n o
compensating improvement in productivity. I n addition, the demands on his
system are growing and so his work loads
are increasing. T h e supply of technical
skills is becoming increasingly inadequate and he must find ways to compensate for this loss. H e is aware that many
of the library's functions can be accomplished by data processing. Furthermore,
data processing costs are decreasing very
rapidly while productivity is increasing.
Also the machine capacity far exceeds
present needs and so there is a large
growth potential that can absorb future
additional work and provide services not
feasible with his present resources.
Library automation is not a panacea. It
does not solve all the problems faced by
librarians. But one thing is certain: automation, in the form of data processing,
offers the only opportunity to stop the
present rise in costs, absorb growing
work loads and provide additional services.
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Information/Library Statistics as a Management Aid
A Graphic Presentation
P. O'N. Hoey
J. Lyons X. Company Ltd., 149 Hammersmith Road, London W14 OQU, England

Graphic treatment of simple statistics
is being cle~.elopcd to help evaluate lib r x y and information functions by comparing the usage o f individual operations
o \ w defined periocls, while simultaneously holding the total function in view.
T h e effect on existing services of newly
introclucecl departmental systems can be

shown and used as an aid during resource budgeting. I n a large company
the changes in divisional usage of the
library/information function can be
clernonstrated in like manner. T h e technique is explained and some illustrations from the author's experience given.

THEPROBLEM

regularly collected measurements of the
usage of the service. T h e most important
thing is at all times to be able to perceive
the global or overall usage of a service,
and v~hilea manager of that service will
"leel" this, his manager in turn, when
asked to authorize a new budget, is unlikely to have the same feeling. He may
say things like 'TYhy don't you eliminate
thus and such, no one is using it?" without being able to see that several other
things are dependent on that "thus and
such." T h e importance of the global
view having full regard to the dynamic
nature of an effective information/library
service is increasingly being written
about, a good example being given by
Salverson (I).
Ultimately we shall have moved from
the simple records referred to above to
comprehensive mathematical formulae
which cover fully, with statistical validity, all library and information situations.

which confronts me
regularly in my work, as head of a technical information and library service, is
how to clemonstrate unequivocally to my
manager the need for continuing to Sund
the service. Increasingly, the presentation
of statistics in the form of a column of
figures showing how nlany loans have
been matIe, or how many questions have
been answered in a period, are met with
the remark "So what?'. T o be able to
answer the question, "In what tangible
ways docs our group of companies benefit from your information/library service?" it is ultimately necessa~-yto get the
users oC the service to place a dollar value
on the information they get from it. Thiq
is a costly business, and one which I believe sho.uld be carried out only a t infrequent intervals in a large industrial cornpany. Many of the user needs and
company benefits which emerge from such
expensive user cross exaniinations can be
interpolated at a much smaller cost from
8

T h e Graphic Method
Meanwhile the gap between overly
simple and overly complex statistics
needs to be filled and, for many, statistical mathematics is not yet the answer.
Recently I have been experimenting with
a graphic presentation of statistics which
is a hybrid between a "cumulative-curve
chart" and a "multiple-time-scale chart"
(2). I have not found it recorded as being in use in information/library work.
T h e method is simple for a non-mathe
matician both to set u p and to interpret.
Individual characteristics are compared
against one another over a similar period of time and simultaneously cumulated to make a total. It depends on the
availability of an adequate quantity of
measurements, and for that reason the
work is still in its infancy. Following are
some examples.
Services for Users
Figure 1 shows notional curves for a
period of four years. Notional curves are
those drawn as an example to describe a
situation which could possibly exist but
is, in fact, imaginary. T h e end point of
each curve indicates the total number of
items provided to users from an information and library service in that year,
from a defined (in this case, arbitrary)
list of services. Placing the services on
the abscissa is entirely arbitrary. Now,
looking at the curve for year 4, say, it
can be seen that it is built u p in segments. T h e slope of each segment is directly proportional to the number of
items of a particular service given out.
Therefore, if the slope of a particular
segment is steeper in one year than in
another, then the usage of that service
has increased, and vice versa. Looking
along one year's curve it can be seen
quickly that some services are used more
than before and some less in comparison
with another year. T h e dependence of
one service o n another, or the effect of
introducing and removing services can be
readily inferred, with a much better
chance of the inference being correct
than from studying columns of figures.

----

YEAR 3

R q u a t c from
Luns
Quarht

SERVICES

Figure 1

I quite regularly find that one section
of my staff is overloaded and is pressing
me to recruit more staff. ~ x a m i n a t i o n
of the facts usually shows that there is
no single obvious reason for the overload but that several or many jobs have
"grown" slightly with the net result of
an overload. Looking at another section
of the department may show that here
the jobs have "shrunk" slightly, resulting
in spare capacity. It is very difficult, however, to quantify these "growths" and
"shrinkages."
Drawing curves like Figure 1 will take
both these upward and downward
changes in work load into account and
mak;it easier for a manacer
" to make a
right decision. A real situation such as
has occurred in my own department is
shown in Figure 2. T h i s is more complicated than the notional Figure 1 and
practice in ordering the items represented is needed to limit cross-overs of
the curves.
Journal Circulation
Figure 2 is a good example of another gain from this kind of graph. It
demonstrates vividly the large extent of
our journal circulation work. T h e fact

1. CIRCULATE0 J.

2. REQUEST8 FROM L W R L C T S J.
3.LOANS FROM STOCK.
4.LOlNS INTER-LlIRlRl.
5. CONFERENCI REQUESTS.

6. PLTENTS OISTRIIUTED
7. SALES BOOMS.
8. SALES J.

9.TRANSLLTIONS PROVIDED.

that the units of circulation dropped
greatly in 1969 caused concern because
it was not possible to relate it easily to
any other change in our services. However in 1970 circulation units rose again.
T h e cause of the drop in 1969 might be
related, retrospectively, to the fact that
the department was without a library
section supervisor for several months, or
to cutbacks in divisional R&D manpower
which occurred, but this cannot be substantiated. T h e Figure also illustrates
that it is possible to use mixed measures
on the ordinate scale. O n this curve I
have "stacked" sales figures in E sterling
onto the end of ordinary requests in
numbers. Note that, overall, traditional
library services are becoming less used
and newer services more used.

Divisional Usage
1
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4
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Figure 2
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Figure 3 shows the same stacking-up
effect used to build a picture of the usage
of an information/library service by the
various divisions of a multi-divisional

Figure 3
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company. T h e end point of each curve
here again gives the total usage but the
slope of each segment is directly proportional to one particular division's usage.
Gradual cutbacks in the usage of information/library facilities can be tracked
and, if appropriate, changes made in
those facilities in order to accommodate
the changing divisional needs. For example, the subject range of document
acquisitions may need changing, or the
coverage of the informationjlibrary
staff's qualifications may need to be
amended when the opportunity next
arises, in order to make contacts with
users easier. Drastic changes in a division's resources are quickly reflected in
a levelling of a segment's slope. These
drastic changes are usually known by the
informationjlibrary staff and to the senior management, but management may
not appreciate to what extent there is
interaction.

a cutback in R&D effort in Division 4
in late 1968, Division 2 in early 1969 and
Division 1 in early 1970 can be seen by
the levelling out of the curve segments
concerned. Detailed knowledge
of
planned time-scales of technical projects
would enable this graphic technique to
be used in a predictive manner.
Disregarding these "external" reasons
a possible departmental cause is that the
expertise of the staff dealing with queries
has increased, and that the questionanswering tools at their disposal have improved in quality. T h e net result of either, o r both, of these changes is that
major enquiries cease to be major and
become minor. So now one must look
more closely at minor queries.
Another effect of increasing in-house
skills is that remote users will be loaned
fewer documents so it becomes necessary
to draw another graph showing documents examined in-house and relate
these to documents loaned.

User Queries
Figure 4 shows how the number of
major queries asked of my Service has
fluctuated over the past years, with an
overall downward trend. T h e effect of

Options Available
As one constructs curves like these,
items not included begin to stick out like
sore thumbs. T h u s another benefit from

Figure 4

DIVISIONS

using this graphic technique is that one
more than ever positively notes the options which one's service makes available
to potential users. This remark may seem
superfluous but since I started using the
technique I have begun to measure the
use of several services which I had not
measured before.
How to measure and record statistics
is not the subject of this paper, but it is
relevant to say that I believe in arranging things so that statistics are, whenever
possible, as nearly self-accumulating as
can be.
I t is also important to note that
whereas in a small or medium sized information/library service such as mine,
the time scales may have to be quite
large in order to arrive at meaningful
slopes, in a larger service the time scales
may need to be quite short to avoid undue confusion or to bring out seasonal
trends.
There remain, inevitably, those effects
which cannot be related to obvious
events in the life of the service. These
should prompt an early investigation, in
depth, of the services in question because there surely will be a reason somewhere.

I believe that there are considerable
benefits to be gained from using this
graphic technique for the study of budget
breakdown, the purchase of journals
over a group of companies and the purchase of a range of documents for one
part of a company. At the time of writing I have not done this.
I t remains only to emphasize that my
work on this graphic technique is so far
very limited and needs development and,
perhaps most important, that even at its
best it is a very simplified illustration of
the facts and should be interpreted as
such.
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Picture Searching
2. Tools
Renata V. Shaw
T h e Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. 20540

Tools with which a picture researcher
must be familiar in order to adequately
search for various types of pictures are
described.

PICTURES

are needed to fulfill specific
requirements and subjects. Necessarily,
pictures therefore fall into several easily
discernible categories.
Portraits

T h e most frequently requested picture
in general collections is a portrait or an
action picture of a personality. There are
numerous portrait compilations to guide
searchers to specific periods, nationalities, trades or media. In addition t o these
publications the searcher should consult
directories of professional groups, historical societies, and foreign portrait collections. A basic source of information
is the depository of the papers of the
man under study. T h e location may be
ascertained by consulting the National
U n i o n Catalog of Manuscript Collections, and by familiarity with the holdings of the major manuscript libraries.
The Museums Directory of the United
States and Canada also includes a subThis is the second of a two-part article by
Renata Shaw. T h e first, "Picture Searching:
1. Techniques," appeared in Special Libraries
62 (no.12): p.524-528 (Dec 1971).

ject index with references to special collections devoted to one person, e.g., Edgar Allan Poe. As a frequently neglected
answer to the problem, published biographies of the individual should be
checked carefully because these usually
include a frontispiece portrait of the person and a description of the location of
original source material consulted by the
author. There are many recently published scholarly publications devoted to
life portraits of a famous individual, e.g.,
Thomas Jefferson, Kaiser Franz Joseph
I, or Benjamin Franklin. Frequently
searchers forget t o check these monographs and spend time in research which
has already been done for them.
One should also know the strengths
and weaknesses of great collections that
are often used. For example, the unique
portrait file in the Library of Congress is
particularly rich in material of the Civil
War period and on to the 1920's. But in
1922 copyright laws were changed to
acknowledge the sitter as employer of
the photographer. T h e "model" saw no
need to copyright his own portrait and
thus the portrait collection, which had
been steadily increasing by copyright
entries, slowly dwindled and, as a result,
more recent portraits have had to come
from less universal sources than copyright.
Life portraits of Mrs. Thomas Jefferson, and of Pierre 1'Enfant have never
Keferences for figures appear in Index to
Illustrations on p.24. Letters in parentheses
in captions indicate appropriate reference.

transparency based on an oil portrait, a
color lithograph, or an original color
photograph. Often he can use with equal
success all the different processes of the
graphic media, original photographs or
pencil drawings. He may even have to
resort to sculpture or medallic portraits
and coins to find a good likeness of a
historic personage.
Also, it is often possible to get publicity photographs of authors, performing
artists, or public figures at no cost by
simply writing to the individual's agent.

Example of Daguerreotype Portrait (a)

been found. 1-his is mentioned to assure
searcllers that there actually are wellknown personalities whose portraits either were never made or have been lost.
T h e Frick Art Reference Library has
pioneered in the United States in collecting photogiaphs of portraits in
American private and public collections
lor a relerence file, wliich is an invaluable aid in portrait research. T h e National Portrait Gallery in Washington,
D.C., is building its resources in order
to develop into a central repository of
portrait informxtion on well-known
Americans.
A good background howledge of the
gener,tl 5ources of b i o g ~ n p h ~ c ainformal
tion is ,I basic requiiement for portrait
~ o r k .Often ,I picture sc'rrcher must
spend hours e s ~ ~ b l l s h i nthe
g oxact namc,
title, century and pi-ofession of a person
Ijef'ore IK can continue his picture seal-ch.
T h u s , the seemingly simple task of locating a poltrait 01 one pelson t a n mushroom into a complicated refelence task.
T h e lneclium and location ot the original p o ~ t l a i tis not ol piimaiy concern
to the searcher unless he needs a color

Topographical questions fall into two
major groups: questions about manmade structures and about nature and
scenic views.
There are several government sponsored programs of great significance
which should become well known to picture searchers who frequently work-on
American architecture, archaeology, and
engineering subjects.
T h e Architectural Records Project located in the Smithsonian Institution will
eventually grow into a national union
catalog of information on the location
of the original drawings of individual
American architects. This information
is particularly important in locating the
work of architects who are not famous
enough to warrant a monograph.
TG Historic American kuildings Survey (HABS), housed in the Library of
Congress is a compilation of photographs, architectural drawings and data
paies which document significant buildings in all the states, as well as in Puerto
Rico and the Virgin Islands. Although
an early catalog and its supplement exist, a complete printed catalog is not
vet available: each state now iublishes
its catalog separately to this collection.
T h e recently established Historic
American Engineering Kecord, similar to
HABS described above, will concentrate
on biidges, canals, dams, and similar engineerini landmarks, and will also be
housed in the Library of Congress.
T h e National Park Service publishes a
Historical Hrtnrlbook Series, which de-

scribes battlefields, forts, and birthplaces and homes of famous men. These
handbooks are a good source of picture
information for American themes.
T h e National Park Service Archeological Program has custody of the American 1ndian archaeological sites in the
West and South. Pictures of excavations
and areas should be requested from the
National Park Service.
Topographic material on a smaller
geographic region is usually located
within the area. T h u s a searcher working
on the development and growth of the
CVashington, D.C., area should visit the
Washingtoniana Room of the District
of Columbia Public Library, T h e Columbia Historical Society, as well as T h e
Library of Congress and the Audio-Visual Records Branch of the National Archives. Other geographic areas will have
similar institutions devoted to the preservation of both the written and the visual documentation of the region. T h e
searcher should always start by writing
to the specific region first for the most
authentic material.
I n tackling foreign countries and earlier periods, searchers have to proceed
by following the same principles of
searching. Modern travel guides can be
very useful in establishing geographic
names which often create confusion.
International Directory of Arts ( I ) lists
picture collections for every medium
and period as well as names of curators
or specialists. Many foreign countries
have collections similar to our Historic
American Buildings Survey which offer
thorough documentation on their national treasures.
For up-to-date photographs of buildings in the United States, the Chamber
of Commerce in each city will often supply good quality photographs.
Many foreign countries maintain picture files in New York offices devoted to
making their countries known to Americans. If all efforts at finding geographical
pictures of a remote region fail, the
searcher may have to consult the Diplomatic List (2) and ask the press attache
of the foreign country to help him with
his search.

Typical Townhouse in N e w York. 1829 (Historic American Buildings Survey, Library of
Congress) (b)

Topographic questions present complex problems in geographic areas inhabited by many different successive civilizations. T h e city of Athens of the classical
period, o r the Byzantine period contrasts
sharply with modern Athens, yet all
three are one and the same city with
many of the structures standing side by
side. For this reason picture searchers
have to clearly define which of the periods they are trying to document and
what phase of development of the city
they are discussing when looking for
pictures.
Sometimes the period of the picture
is of primary importance, because structures so often disappear and are replaced
by other buildings on the same site.
City planning and urban development
have become very important fields of research in the past ten years. Old photographs have helped establish the gradual
rise or deterioration of certain city areas,
thus helping modern planners in restoration projects.
Architects and city planners have been
forced to become picture researchers in

their quest for authentic tlocumentation
of I M S ~structures
T h e early nineteenth century protlutetl many pictoli;rl ~ v o l k st l e ~ o t e t lto
the tlescripti&~ of faraway places because only la\.ishly h a n d illustrated
books could tell the renders of the wonders of the rvorld before the discovery
of photography. Many of the earliest ;rccounts of travelel-s to the ~ h w r i c ; r nl'tTest
as well as govern~nentsurveys were accomjxtnietl by illustrations based o n life
drawings o l l l ' c s t e r ~ ~scenery b y topographical artists, who were important
members of the ~-ese;ri-chteam.
1)uring the latter half of the 19th
century ste~.eogr;rphic view carcis s u p
plicd information on foreign cities and
scenic vielvs. Totlay these stereograpl~ic
.
vie~vshave become ;I historic treasury of
information o n huiltlings a n d scenery
of ;i century ago. T h c j cover most areas
oC the WOI-ltl;mtl suppl?. inform;~tionon
spetific locations in great (letail. Alan?
histoi-ic;tl societies have collections of
stel-cogr;ry~lls
tlescl-ibing their o ~ v nI cgion.
1'ictul.e.; of natural cat;rst~-ophessuch
;IS Ilootla, earthquakes, m d w l c a n i c eruptions were always of g1.e;rtel- interest t h n
illustratiot~slacking this ;~tltlctltlr;~matic
c,onterit. It is the]-elore exsier to find
pictures ol these t;rlamitics
tloc~unlerit;~~~y
th;rn gcnel-;rl stenic \.ie\\-s. 7'11rr.e exists
a n illustrated trac t lronl 1605 tlescril~ing
a llootl in ll'ales. T h i s In;(\. I)c tlle fil-st
n e w picture knonw t o us, since it cxeml)lifics a11 the elemcnts desired in
m o t l e ~ x journ;ilisl~~:tilllclincs,. 1111rn:tn
interest, a n d t1r:rrn;r tic i m p t t.

Great Events and Special Subjects
T o d a y we accept unequivocally the
idea that ancient periods a n d foreign
cultures can be opened to us through
the universal lang~lageof the vis~calarts.
Wc seldom stop to think that o u r systenatic knowleclge of archaeolog? ;mtl art
history is quite recent a n d only goes
back to Jollann IVinckelmann's first art
history (>) of 176-1. Franz Kugler ( 4 ) JV;IS
the first European to try to write a n art
history rvhich enconipssetl the world
beyond Europe. T h i s was clone :IS latc
its 1842!

A Secular Subject from a Mediaeval Manuscript (c)

* *

T h e above mentioned dates are i m p tant to us i n discussing the pictolial recording of gteat elents i n the ancient
wotlcl. I t is onl) through modern, scientific arcl~aeology founded in the 19th
centllry that we have gained o u r present
k~iowledge of the visual aspects o f ancient cultures. lt'e have t o rely entirely
on the artistic record of architecture,
painting, sculpture a n d the graphic arts
Tor visual tlocumentation until the in\.ention of photography in 1839.
.-I typical example of a "great event"
in any historical period is a war scene
wit11 the t.ulcr oC a country leading his
men into battle. T h i s iconographic
theme can bc lountl i n many cultures
exlxessetl i n different mtistic media.
I ' h e e;rl-liest example of this theme is ;I
sc ~ r l p t i ~ r eslab
d
in tlie Louvr-c Museum
fl-0111 the third millennium KC. showing
King E a n ; ~ t o u n ilc.:rtling his army. T h i s
Sumerian "clocunlentaq" \cork gives us
tlet;riletl itllorn~;rtiotton the soldiers' unil'orms, the battle formation, t l ~ eking's
at-nlor anti even the tliffercnt 1)hases of
the battlc, bccausc events are depicted
in r~ictorialstl.ips similar to o u r modern
serial (11-swings.

N o book illustrations survive from the
Sumerian civilization. T h i s does not
prevent us from knowing what things
looked like then, because we have collections of cylinder seals, sculptured a n d
painted mural decorations, portrait
sculpture, bronze vases, pottery a n d
household objects ;IS well as precious
artifacts. All of these diverse things are
original sources for the searcher, who
must be imaginative enough to use any
pictorial material available regarclless of
its original purpose. T h i s basic principle
has to be followed in pursuing any picture search dealing with ancient civilizations.
Even the late antique period has left
us relatively few pictures expressly made
to illustrate conternpo~-arygreat events.
Xledieval illuminations have survived
in aniazingly good condition because
they were a h a ) - s scarce a n d precious.
'They received good care first in m o m s teries a n d ro)al collections antl then in
large Elisopean libraries where they can
be seen today. Although many of the
illuminated rnanuscripts deal with religious themes, picture searchers can find
many unpublished secular subjects in
then1 also.
T h r e e important keys to this period
are the following collections lionsetl in
the Dumbarton Oaks Collection antl Lib ~ - a r yin TV:isllington, D.C., which belong to H a r ~ a r t lLJniver.sity.
11 cluplicatc of tlie Princeton Index of
Christian Art is a finding :\it1 for iconogr;~pllic tl~enies, religious a n d l~rofane.
Here ;I searcllor can locate pictures of
medieval I ~ ~ d d i r i g s jousting
.
to~urnarnents, or fanio~rsintlivicluals.
T h e C L ' ? P S ~ofI S Byzcmtine Objects in
Amcriccur c r ~ dCn1lntl'icrn Co1lcction.r (5)
is ;in intlispensable tool for locating Uyz:intinc artifacts.
T h e I3ymntine I'hotograph Collection
includes nearly -10,000 photographs divi tletl nntler subject he;~dingsfrom " 4 r chitec-ture" to "\~\~;tlllj;~l~er."
T h i s is :In
obvious source of pictori;il miterial o f
specific historic sites arid objects of interest to archaeology.
l h e C C H S U of
S " \ I ~ d i ( w r land R c w n i ~ snnce A i m lrscripts in the United S t n t e . ~

and Cnnnda will answer questions on the
location a n d ownership bf manuscripts.
If a certain manuscript is i n the United
States, a photograph o r tt ansparency is
easier to obtain tliarl if one had to w i t e
to a E u ~ o p e a nmanuscript tlcpositor y.
T h e inventions of movable t)pe a n d of
oil painting i n the 15th century change
the modern picture se;ncher's ,Ippro,tt h
to his job. I n 1462 Albrecht Pfistel published the first printed book illusttatctl
by woodcuts. I ' o p d i l scientific ~ oh5i
now start appearing o n the market.
These include tlie military arts, ~ r m l i cine, astronomy, agriculture, ant1 music.
.-I11 of these subjects were represented i n
medieval manr~sctiptsb u t little personal
observation was brought to the art of
scientific illumination. T h e illuminator
copied a n d recopied earlier works until
many illustrations bcc;~me incomprellensiblc and n o longer illustratetl -the
sul)ject under d i s r ~ ~ s s i o nT. h e Renaissance period wit11 its emphasis o n technical innovation slowly~led to more
prwision mcl closer observation of nature in illustration.
T h e woodcuts illustrating popular
tales of chivalry reveal the daily life of
town a n d castle i n spite of the scl~ernatic
rendering imposed by the tec-linique of
the wootlcut.
Iiooks o n history transform ancient
Greek history into images of 15th century Enrope. T h i s naive view satisfied
the 1,ublic of the day. Hib1ic;d illustrations a e i e gimilar ly trmsposetl to the
t ~ n t e n l p o l ~ u -pel
y iotl during these early
Jeals ol the printed book.
Illuctrated enc) clopedic compendia
sutli ,IS Cnxtol2'~iM1rro1o of thc. W o r l d
( 6 ) , ~ t t e n ~ p t e tto
l explain scientifically
e \ e ~thing
)
known to man in a cle'ir antl
~ x e t i s c manner. P ~ c t u l e s in ~+.ork\ on
~netcorology,surgery, views of cities, antl
pilgrim:~ges to tlie Holy L a n d all expan(lecl the narrow world of man's experience.
'l'he Schreiber Collection i n the Library o l Congress includes over 20,000
woodcuts a n d wood engravings from inc u.n.: ~ l ~ u l aand later books a r r a n ~ e dby
S U ~ J ~ C ~ .

A picture searcller whose task includes

o r one period, such as J e a n Duch6's wol-k
a n y period after 1500 may find his aso n French political cartoons: Dcux .cisignment difficult. He has, however, a
i,clr.r tl'llistoirc, tlr Z;rn,lcc, pn r In cclritremendous storehouse of inlages availcnt~trc:(7). Tliere ai-e other c;~l.toon1)ubable to him. I\'ith ;I knowledge ol' the
licatiotis devoted to such xvell-k~~orvn
history of art, lie can locate paintings of
;is T ~ LXCP ~ lU' o ~ l i ' (and
~~
(a1 10011 s011r~e5
a limitless number of subjects. l'licse
paintings furnish him wit11 histoi-ical
c l o c u ~ r ~ c n ~ a t i .ivllicll
on
in the t o m of
tcclinically perfec t e ~ cl 0101- t m n s l x ~ ~ ~ e n c i c s
can be reprotlucccl either in ;I clol)ped
form to illustrate a a1)etific point o r a s
complete pictures s l ~ o ~ v i n the
g
artist's
long ; t i (;!I-ills a sl)etific c:titooll.
whole cornl)osition.
in intlitcs, the
Pictlu-es ;Ire not ;~lwaysneeclecl s i ~ n p l y Loons ;lie 1101 ;~il:tl\~c.tl
i5- lorcctl ro se;t~-t
h niic lofil~nh
\ca~-tlle~
to i l l ~ i s t ~ - aa11
t e evrnt or ;I thing. l ' h e y
are also ncmlecl to e\.oke ;I n~oocl.;I pl;rce,
;I 1x1-iotl 01. a11 idea. l \ ' i t h o l ~ t a sensitivity t o color ;cntl \t)le ;I se;rrcller cannot
transpose his eclitor's ideas into ~ ) i c t o r i ; ~ l
l'ornr.
Special Formats

~;,\I<ICAT~'REA
~ S D [ ~ A K T O O N ~ .<;Xri( 2 t w e s mcl cartoons haye been impel-tant
in the field ol social commentary since
the invention of printirrg hut their greatest use has been in the last t\vo Iluntlrccl
)ears.
H o w c ;in :I picture searcher find his
wa) m o u r ~ lthis ephemeral matei-ial hidt l c ~ ii n newspapers, magazi~zei: ~ n d0111).
occasiort;lll> in books?
Fil-st lie slioulcl check the ciird cat:ilog 01' llis library tor a possible c ; ~ t a l o g w
I-aisonni. of the artist's work. Each year
new monographs o n artist are being publishecl. .l'hen he should check compilations OC c;lrtoo11s tievoted to one country,

I)rc;~u\r the) are c.olot-I'd, they reveal
the political a n d social itleas 01 a n el-n in
at1 ex;iggcl-i~tcclform, and they 11;ivca di-

T1lc1-e are n o s i ~ n i l ; ~ r lcompreI~etrsive,
y
\\.ell clocunlentecl public;ttion\ using only

qence of litel-ature on the artistic poster.
.-\g:-;~in
the 1)ictul-e sc;i~-cllerhas to check
the ;ivailability of ;I cat;ilogw I-aisorlnk
o f the artist's ~vot-k,a general treatise on
110ster art in the count~.yant1 pcriocl he

attempts to cover as well as indices to
art periodicals which frequently publish
studies o n the production of individual
commercial artists.
Political posters and commercial posters are two distinct categories, often collected by different types of institutions.
Government collections are more likely
to deal with patriotic subjects which are
a part of a nation's history. Many institutions have unpublished lists of their
holdings of great help to picture searchers if they think ahead and write to these
organizations. Some large industries have
collections of poster art sponsored by the
company. These institutions are flattered
to have their artistic posters reproduced
with their permission.
PHOTOGRAPHS
AS DOCUMENTS
OF CONrEMPOuhRY LIFE.After the invention of
photography in 1839 photographers produced mainly portraits, scenic landscapes, still lifes and architectural views,
because technical limitations forced them
to use long exposures. T h e Crimean
W ~ and
I the Civil War mark the beginning o l the documentary photograph
and revolutionized not only the subject
matter of photography but also the picture use of the press. Although photographs had to be translated into the
medium of wood engravings until the
1880's, the invention of the halftone at
this time enabled even daily papers to
make their pages more lively by using
photographic illustrations.
Commercial picture agencies appeared
in New York at the turn of the century.
These supplied current stock pictures of
celebrities, sports events, inventions,

Political Cartoon
Art Nouveau Poster

Used for

Social Protesi

presidential activities, a n d 1)oliticJ u p
heav;tls around thc. rvorltl. I'hotography
was tiow also used for the lil-sl time for
sotial protest, bec~iuw it co~rltl I-cc-ortl
tlutllf~illythe clespc~-atelife of' tlle inlmigrant (,Jacob Kiis) or the tIegr;rtlation ol
cllild labor (Lewis Hine). O u r m o t l t m
conlmerci;~l 11i t rlil-c agent ics lollow tlw
I w t l of these c;11-1) gent ies. l ' h c ) arc

uietul sources. O n e of these i \ the I,ib ~ a r jof Congresi's I m n g ~of Ammlccl.

Historical ant1 tloc~rtnentary prints clcsigna te graphic art 1x.oduced to in for-m
about, o r illustr;~tc,a subject ratl~et.t h m
give a personal interpretation of it.
Historical prints cover a n inexhaustSashion 1)l;ites to hunting, fimn nrat.ine
p i n t s to trade a n d industry, from views

othe1- cities can o~-(lelpictu~-cs"on ; ~ p pl-ovd" ;tntl ret11t.n Irntiwtl photogl.;tl)Ii\.
(:ornrriercial :rgent i c . (lo no! Imse the
sanie kind o f cli;~llc~rlgc
to sei11x11e1.i:I\
private o r go\ e l m ~ n e t ~crollrc.tions. I K wete issuet1 in set-iei ant1 I ~ o u n t lin books,
~ v h i t h can t)e located tlit.ough 1 i l x 1 1 . y
card catalogs. It is ;I nitic.11 h;lt-tlel. t;~sk
to find intli\idt~aIIypublisl~etlp ~ i n t son
\l)c( ific- subjec ts.
0111) wit11 the eric)c.lol~ctlinof Di(lerot
of 17.51 (.;In ~ v c111-opcr-lytalk a l ) o ~ ilt~ r i n t s
tllere are nlo~log~-;~yjI~s.
p r ~ i ; l l oi.lr\.i.c,
cat:~logs,checklists of holtlings in \ l ) c ~ i ; ~ l ;is s~)c~iific.all!.lxotlucetl to erluc;rte and
c ollcctions 01. illustrated csliibit ( ; i t ; ~ l o g i ct~lighten t h r genet-;il ~)ublic.Ditlcr-o~'s
ol
of 11is wo~.k. .l'lle pel-ioclic;~l ill~c~ltrirc' ~vol-kI-eprrscnts thc. tlemoct-ati/;~tio~~
~)~rljlishcs
four n ~ o ~ ~ o g ~ - ;; It ~\)~l;fI iI tlrvoted to the rvo1.k of I'arno~is 1hotogr ; i ~ h e r s . Other p h o ( o g r ; i ~ ) t itti;~p/inc.a
~
11-e, fetes ;end e r ~ t c l . t ; ~ i t ~ i i ~ c01.
r ~ t111s ,ints
tloc 11nienti11gtnr~sic:~rltltlance. Also popIII;II. ; I I ~ tnal.ine ;md naval prints of
~ ~ o s i t i v cins histol-ic;tl societ) ot. 1)rivate
collection. Photo-casa! s at-c 1)~cotning

took place. N o ;~dcqu;lte tools cover
these varied topics. Several compilations
h a w t)cen gathered to 1e;d searchers to

logic.;11 illustl.;~
t ions. J.lli~s a pit Lure
I I ; I ~ l ) i l ~ l i o g ~ ~ ; ~;IS~ ;~I ll~~ iwe lsi ~ n i sea~~tllcim l - y guitle. 7'his ;~l)f)lies
also to nlctlical
illustl- tion on, ;I seI);tt.atc ficltl for tenturies. T h e ci~rliest nletlic;il ill~rstt.ations
;IK
not biisetl on scientific ob$e~-v:ttion.
I\'hen the dissection of corpses was first
allorved in the 15th century, more precise i n f o r ~ n : ~ t i oabout
n
the h u m a n body

Early Transportation Shown in a Historical
Print ( g )

Fine Print Used as Documentary Illustration
of Franco-Prussian W a r of 1871 (h)

became available to the medical illustrator.
All of the technical knowledge needed
by man in his c1;rily endeavors before
photogr;~phywas tlisseminatetl by historical prints. Without these multiple originals knowledge about new styles of architecture, furniture, ant1 decorative
styles w o d d not have traveled so exactly
and quickly across Europe and the rest
of the \$Testern world. New inventions
used by trades and industries would not
have sprcxl thr-ougliout Europe ant1
,411ierica inspiring simultaneous tleveloprnent a n d progress in these fields.
l Iistorical prints, the domain of the
1c;rr-nrd gentlernari before the 18th centul.y, \.el-y soon penetrated tlle world of
the common man. Every country had its
own centers lor the production of p o p w
Iar ini;lges with 21 pt.edilection for rnoralistic themes. Tliere 1vet.e sct-ies of pictures
\ p i l ) o l i / i n g tlie ]:our Seasons, special
nioul-ning pictur-cs in nicmory of national heroes, antl conipaniori pictures of
the stages of nian's (and wom;in's) life
from the cl-atlle to the grave. These p o p
111;rrlxints m i ~ . r o rthe folk lieroes of the
day and plainly show the naive preferences of the unsophisticatetl rnitn.
News of f m i o l ~ sc;rscl paintings antl
murals, or wol-ks ot ;rrchitectri~-eand
sculpture could onl) travel from one centcr ol learning to ;tnotJler through rel~roductive engravings. These can still
totlay provide us with infot-mation on
lost works of art although 1 . v ~prefer to
use rnodern photographs whenever these
arc ;t\~:tilalAe.

FISE PRINTS.1\Iuscums, libraries ;md
universities collect fine 1)rints. These
can also be studied in print #;rlleries,
seconcl-hand print shops, sales c;italogs,
a n d private collections.
T h c scholarly apparatus of monographs, catalogues raisonni's a n d lists
of holdings in institutions throughout
the world is readily accessible to t h r researclier who is pursuing the work of ;In
artist o r a period. T h e subject approach
to fine prints is a more difficult matter
because even when a partial subject ;I])pro;rcll is available, the indexing is not

Allegorilcal
Figure (i)

Special Approaches to Visual
Communication

\\'hen s e ; ~ ~ - c . l ~lo1
i n g 1)ol tr;lils. ~)lac'eh,
c ~ r n t sand things, the ljicturc r c w ; r ~ x h e ~ use5 a s(111ject npproac 11 ;111tlman). tlillcrc n t l o r m ; ~ t~vhicllIrlay pro\ c s;itisl;ic.to~-)
to I ~ i t n .IS, ;~g;tin,he is wo~-Iiingin ;l spcc-i;ll fo~.m;itjut l l ;is c aricatut-c,s, 1joste1-s.
o r Iiistorical prints, lie is limited 11) the
material to ;I certain pictorial 1i1ngu;igc.
e.g., 1)ost'er clesign xvlliclr sets \ e r ) tlefinite restrictions u1)o11 him. 1Sut he may
)
ill)have to use ; I I ~ c w ~ i ~ e lclilfc~.ent
preach m o c~l i ; ~~I l c ~ ~ g i tLiOg him tl\;in
either sul~jecto r lormat.

required, the basic bibliography on helaldry comes to his aid.
Local history a n d genealogy collections
occasionally include indexed collections
of coa ts-of-arms.
Offlcial seals used bv tliflerent branches
ol the United State5 gokernment oiten
plovc i m p o ~ s i h l e to o l ~ t a i ~for
l replotluction. T h e reason for the refusal is
the fact that seals legalize a document
a 1 ~ therefore
1
cannot be ~rsetlfor tlec-oration or i1lustr;ttion.
I\'llen pllotogl-aphs 01' figures from
(;reek mythology, st;rnd;mls carried by
the c1uwders, o r allegolical figul-cs ill
15;11.0(1uc l ~ a i ~ l t i n g sare needed, the
searcher will I ~ ; I \ T to consult tlirectories
of collections which specialize in n certirill pcriotl in history or a certain school
of alt. H e can cet a le;d Ilom relerente
l>ooks ant1 then c o n t i n w 11y visiting the
institution o r writing his request. Iconogral)hic 1"-oblen~s tend to be spec-ific.
Therefore there 211-e \.cry few tonlpilations of previously chosen picture materials to choose from.
RIapshhave not been tliscusaetl among
the speci;rl approaches, because m a p librnri;rnship is a special field beyond the
scope of this article, blrt they s h o d t l not
be overlooked as pictorial sources. Vignettes, scenes in the borders, a n d other
tlecol ative elements in maps may prove a
treasure trove for ~ ~ i c t u rsearchers
e
in
p r ~ ~ s uof
i t certain subjects.
<,

Legal Aspects of Picture Use
W h e n a picture searcller has located
a fine print, illustl;~tion o r photograph
i n an open file, h e usually wants a n 8" X
10" glossy photograph, color transparency, o r slide for his use.
If the material is in the public clomain, n o copyright problems arise to
hamper his work. But very often the
ownership of the picture is not known
a n d a special search is needed to determine if the picture can be used.
If the picture is a n original wwrk of
art produced by a n artist living toclay,
his written consent must be obtained
before the pict111-ecan be photog~.aphed
o r published. T h e same holds true tor

contemporary photogr;rphs. Government
sponsored art work antl photography is
generally free of restrictions.
Historical ;rnd t1ocument;lry illustrations of anonymous origin pose the
greatest difficulty to the se;rrcller il n o
date of their first publication exists. In
197 1 we consider each picture published
in the United States Ixfore September
1906 in public tlonlain. All non-dated
pictures have to be chccketl with the
Copyright Office by using publisller,
artist, sponsor, or any other possible
identification. T h e first t e ~ noE copyright is 28 years; it can bc renewed for
n second term of 28 years. IJnpublished
works provide a very much more tlillicult
problem, as the rights o f the creator antl
his heirs d o not necessady expire after
a fixed time.
Illustrations p~~ljlishetl
in Ijooks cannot bc photographed fl.o~npul~lic;~tions
lvithout the consent ol the publisher or
copyright owner. I'ictul-e searchel-s often
ask the ;rgency given credit lor (he picture for the right to re-photogl-;~phan
illustl-ation from the I)ook without understanding that the copyright in a
I-eproduction belongs to the book publisher rather than the person who furnishccl the original picture.
Today we expect credit lines in books
which purport to st]-ive lor ~ c c u r a c yand
honesty. O u r expectations i n this respect
are not always lulfilletl, however, because there still are publishers who d o
not give the same i~ttention to illustrations as they d o to text quoted from the
work of a n earlier author.
Accuracy in captions is another desirable feature which is often violated by
publishing firms, whd substitute a picture for one which is unatt;linable. Pictures also appear croppecl, tinted, or in
the form of photomontage, which is a
dishonest practice unless the changes are
explicitly pointed out to the reader.

Summary
T h e basic techniques antl tools used
by a generalist in picture searching have
been discussed in this two-part article
which began i n the l k c e m b e r 1971 issue

of Special L i b m r i e ~ . Every picture researcher will develop his own selection
of additional reference techniques and
tools to aid him in searching specific
subject areas not covered in this presentation.
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Care and Preservation of
Theatre Library Materials
Louis A. Rachow
T h e Walter Hampden Memorial Library, New York 10003

Ileveloping teclmiques for the preservation of theatre library materials has
always been a major problem confronting librarians and museum curators. T h e
methotls used are dependent to a large
degree upon the purpose of the collection and, for that reason, should be

analyzed i n accordance with the varied
aspects of its handling a n d research use.
These methods are based primarily on
tlie late George Freedlcy's remarks a n d
writings on the organization, care, a n d
preservation of fugitive material.

THEESSENTIAL

general procedure are required to make
these heterogeneous records available to
the student a n d theatre worker.

PART of any theatre collection in a library o r museum
consists of books o n theatrical subjects,
drama as literature, marionettes, models, a n d allied materials. 7'1ie handling
of books a n d bound periodicals offers n o
difficulties in a well-organized 1ibral-y beyond those with which the trained librarian is accustomed. T h e care of engravings, paintings, sculpture, and masks
on permanent exhibit are commonplace
to the curator of ;I museum. But when
these library a n d museum resources are
combined i n one place o r a subject rollection is made u p in either type of institution, problems arise which must be
newly solved. A n d when to these is added
a mass of fugitive material, currently
collected, of indefinite value, irregular
size, a n d often not originally intended
for permanent use, the problems multiply. T h e general outline of preparation
for use must follow that of tlie entire
library o r museum, but t l e p a r t ~ ~ r efrom
s

11
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The Fugitive Material
For tlie director of a theatre collection
the chief problem is to develop a technique for housing a n d c;~taloging the
fugitive material, wllich may be divided
roughly into four main groups: clippings, pllotographs, playbills and programmes, antl origin:rls. These, in turn,
mubt be ;~nalyzetlin accol-clance with the
varied aspects of their handling antl use:
that is, they must I)e consitlerecl separately as problems lor the libr;rrim, the
curator, a n d the reader. T h e care of
these objects is undertaken variously i n
libraries a n d museums tliroughout the
world, the method depending upon such
factors as the form of the general catalog
of the institution, the time of its organization, a n d the purpose it is intended
to serve.

Enqravinq of Act

-

---

-

/

- -

IV, Scene 2 from George Barnwell: A Tragedy in Five Acts by

T h e public that uses a collection
largely determines its nature and the
lines along which it will develop. For
this paper 1 have selected four major
groups of theatre library users: 1) Writers, biographers, historians, dramatic
critics, and feature writers supplemented
by students of the stage and screen preparing for professional careers; 2) Practical workers in the theatre: designers,
producers, directors, press agents, and
technicians who find theatre material of
constant service in the preparation of a
production; 3) Research workers for film
companies in search, chiefly, of historical
accuracy; and 4) Members of the theatre
audience seeking information about a
play or players. These researchers are
often in need of special materials in ad11Iustrations f o r this article were provided
rnurtesv o f t h e W a l t e r H a m p d e n Memorial

Engraving of Pearl Street Theatre, Albany, N.Y., 1825

Molie're's L'Ecole des femrnes. Produced by La Compagnie Dramatique Francaise des
Tournkes at the ANTA Playhouse. M a r 18, 195 1 . Staged by Louis Jouvet. Designed
by Christian Birard.

dition to the book collection, such as
clippings, photographs, programmes,
prints, and other fugitive items.

Care a n d Preservation
All references to filing materials,
mounting boards and papers imply that
these materials used in the care and
preservation of the collections are acid
free and that the special collections are
ideally housed in properly air-conditioned
and humidified rooms.

Clippings
T h e term clipping includes any cutting from a newspaper or periodical, any
half-tone picture not sufficiently clear to
be reproduced, any unbound pamphlet
or catalog, dodgers and throwaways; in
other words, such material as may be
properly placed in vertical clipping files.
JANUARY
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They are &iced in Manila folders lettered with the same legend as the c l i p
ping. Source and date are noted on each
clipping with the respective folders located in steel correspondence size files.
Certain clippings may be mounted on
a Manila stock scrapbodk paper allowing
a left-hand margin of 1y2"to permit
binding later if desired. Clippings should
not be placed nearer than
from the
top nor sf'from the bottom to permit
future trimming. Any small file may be
so mounted at bnce or even a large file
if clerical help is available. Otherwise
the unmounted clippings are placed directly in the folder.

ik"

Photographs
Photograph is defined as any photograph, photostat, still, engraving, or
print, regardless of process, which is
sufficiently clear to be reproduced. All

such illustrations ;Ire carefull) doctlmented. 'The source a n d mark of owner.ship are placed o n the reverse side, as
are the classification, cross-references, ctc.
X portrait of a person gives birth and
death dates, o r when the former are not
known, his flourish dates to indic;~tehis
active period i n the theatre. Scenes Iron1
plays are placed under the title a n d
cross-references are made from all 1)elsons represented i n the scene, a n d from
the designers, when settings are sl~own
clearly. T h e pictures are comple~ely
backed; that is, all this information is
placed o n the back, ;uld this b;~ckinpis,
of course, transferretl to the nlount.
hIounting pllotogral~hslessens the likeIDN61.AeEsERmlihoocl of disintegration a n d savcs storage
-.~
- .- --Ch.k.w..'"
Traeedx.
space. Those already o n heavy cartlboard mounts are rlismountetl, I)ec;~usc
the weight ;mtl riation ti on in s i ~ emakc
filing difficult. T h e y are t11e11 remounted
o n a heavy stock acid-lree hlanila p ~ p c r .
T h e four c o ~ - n e ~ :Ire
, s insertctl in slits
i n the m o u n t a n d t;~bbetlon tlrc l e \ e r \ e
side of the mount b?, g~cinnictlprim to
hold the picture in place, a n d t o /)I-ovitlc
for possil~lerenlo~.al f o r spccial c s h i l ~ i - --A(~~;wl,,,It -'I1 .1, a c k d (last rmnc
L.irwli
ti011 nlountirlg. T'he tabs a n be ( I I I
without harming either the 11ictul.e or
the mount. A l t h o u g l ~the libi-;~t-i;~n
must
determine ~ v l ~ e t h ehe
r ~vishcsIlis file 1.01.
Or, The Battle of Boaworth Field.
exhibition o r reference, a n d the tnctllotl
! a T W I L L I A M BHAKBPEBE.)
outlined is stricdy for referer~te, its effect is not unpleasillg ;IS lx~1;tnc.em t l linc.
are also consicleretl, rhough sul,ortlin;ctccl
to practical librai.) me.
l ' h e ideal mount, .rvllicl~holtls fro~ri
one to six pictt1re5 tlepcntlitlg 011 si/c,, i,
12" x 18" a n d is cut to fit t h ~slxti;tl
files. 'l'hese files are composvd ol se1);lratc.
wooden frames nlatle to fit a section 01
a regt~lationlibrary press, ~vhcl-cbooLs
are shelved: T h e frame+ hold 26 fibre
ant1 metal boxes with hooks attatllecl at
the upper end. T h e boxes, which l k
horizontally i n the frame, m:ly be lcmoved a n d hung o n n bar fastcnetl to
the front of tlle frame. T h i s brings tile
box into a vertical ljo,ition, the top 1)11lls
back toward tlle user who can then r i p
ple the mounts m t l select the ~ ) i c t u r c $
desired.
Playbill
R/Io\ing picture stills are h:~ndletl t l i l SPECIAI.
LIRR.WIKS

MR, BOOTE'S
-

-

-

- -
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-
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-

-

-
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RICBARD III

Sem Benelli's The Jest. Produced by Arthur Hopkins a t the Plymouth Theatre, New
York City, Sep 19, 1919. Left t o right: Lionel Barrymore as N e r i and John Barrymore
as Gianetto. Designed b y Robert Edmond Jones.

Sel-ently. These alnlost never 1 ~ 1 1 - yfrom
It
the regulation size of 9$$" x
has proved entirely satisfactory to p1ac.c
them, ~ ~ n r n o u n t e t lin
, stout envelopes
inserted tightly in files to prevent buckling. T h e y are arranged ac-coi-ding to title
of film and are indexed a n d b x k e d like
other photographs. Stat- stills are treated
as ordinary photographs and arc mounted
a n d filed in the regular l~hotographfile.
Engravings that are located in the theatre collection are consiclered pictures
and are treated in the same way ;ts otlle~.
illnstrations. I'rints 01' p a l mrity are
usually given special care in the I'rints
Division of large li11r;tries.
'l'wo adclitional methods may be used
in the care of photographs. T l ~ o s ein use
at T h e Walter Hamptlen Memorial Library at T h e Players a n d the Harvartl
T h e a t r e Collection call for the sepr:rtion oC rhotos into ;I number of files ;I(cording to size, cnrtc t l ~ukitc., cabinet.

7v2".

and oversi~e.T h i s permits a 5,ariety of
c;tbincts of different sires which is econornical of space. I5rct where there is
1le;ivy reader use, the fewer files there
:ti-e to be searclletl the less time will be
expended for service, whic~hmust always
be a factor in any determination of
methods.
Programmes
Hy programme we mean a printed
sheet o r pamphlet which gives the title
of tlie play, the author, tlie cast of characters, the city and tlic theatre, the date,
a n d other data re1;itirig to ;t p r o t l ~ ~ c t i o n ,
a n d u~hich was intentled for acttlal use
within the theatrc br~ildingon the night
of the perforn~ance.A jhlnybill is ~ l s u ; ~ l l y
a single sheet giving ;rll o r ;I substantial
portion of this inlorrn;ttion but printed
in advance as a form of' ;~dvcrtising.A
r m t - l i s t is a n a d \ e ~ - t i s e r nt c ~of'~ a per-

formmce cut fl-om ;I nertspaper or periodical. Both of the latter may give incorrect information 21s fol-~nerl)both the
play and the ca,t ~rei-eapt to be changed
at the last moment anel this still happens
occasionally. In such cases the programme gives the most reliable inform;tlion. Advertisements not giving full casth
should be treated ;ts dodgers or throrvaways and placed in the clipping filc.
Programmes may be filed variously.
T h e majority are filed in Manila loltlers, lettered with the title, in steel colresponclence size cases. Progr;tmmes ant1
playbills of unusual size are placed in
the oversize file. Fragile playbills, or
those in poor condition or of great age.
may be mounted in loose-leaf scrapbooks
or laminated or microfilmed.

Originals
T h e originals file contains any drawings, water-colors, and designs macle by a
theatre artist. These are placed in portfolios and classifiecl and cross-indexed in
the same way as other files.
Every collectioll receives gifts of scrapbooks containing a rxriety of material.
IVhen it is not possible or practicable to
break these u p and place the objects in

the regular files, these scrapbooks are
treated as books and carefully analyzed.
Some libraries and museums collect press
books or press sheets for films which contain casts and general information for
film exploitation. These are kept in
steel legal size files and are bound and
indexed at the end of the year.

Conclusion
In summation, the preservation of
theatre library materials continues to be
n major problem even in thif computeroriented age. I n o r d e ~to insure continuous availability of significant library records and materials it behooves the
pofessional to pursue and examine all
possible conservation measures including
environmental conditions which play 'I
large part in the cause and effect of deteiioration in both book and non-book
materials.
I<ccewed fo? leuzew M a y 17, 1971. M a n 1 1 ~ ~1 p taccepted for publzcatzon N o v 18,
1971 Plerented at the conference o n
p e t c l v a t z o n dutzng New Y o r k L z b ~ a r y
- i s ~ o c z n t ~ o n 'As n n u a l Conference, N o v
12,1970

Putting Knowledge to Work in
Today's Library Schools
Pauline Atherton
Syracuse University, School of Library Science, Syracuse, N.Y. 13210

W Students and faculty in library schools
and librarians i n the field are engaged
in a reassessment of librarianship and library education. Such special topics as
communication and behavioral science,
information retrieval, library automation
and systems analysis and design are beginning to form the basis for a new core
of library science. Research and development efforts in special libraries and

information centers have had a noticeable impact on librarianship but not
enough of the knowledge gained in the
field has been put to work in today's
library schools. New course content in
the curriculum, computer-assisted instruction and research projects in library schools point toward the great
strides library education can take in
growth and change.

MOSTCONCERNED

phrase "Putting knowledge t o work" as
its motto ever since an early editor of
Special Libraries, John Lapp, crystallized the idea (1). Dana was the librarian
of the Newark Public Library at the
time, and he certainly put his knowledge
to work by creating special services for
businessmen of Newark. Other librarians
have followed suit and today we have
thousands of special libraries which are
very relevant to the business organizations, research establishments, and government agencies they serve. I n many
ways these librarians have been the.pioneer researchers and developers of many
new library techniques and systems. How
much of their work has become a part
of the curriculum in library schools? A
great deal, some might say, while others
would say, "at best it is the frosting on
the cake." I n my opinion, special librarianship, documentation, information

PEOPLE have
thought about the lag and gap between
the library profession and library education. Students in library schools are asking for a new curriculum and for class
activities which are relevant to today's
and tomorrow's libraries. At the same
time librarians are asking for library
school graduates who can perform as
professionals on their first day o n the
job. Librarians and students alike wonder why we need to know what happened
in librarianship in 1876 when we should
be planning what to d o in 1976.
Around the turn of the century, John
Cotton Dana and other professional librarians were also questioning the fundamental purpose of librarianship. They
thought about the basic purpose of a
library and decided its main job was "to
take the library idea into the realm of
the active doers." SLA has used the
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storage antl retrieval, and library automation are still things talked about, not
the sum and substance of our knowledge
put to work in library schools. These are
merely topics covered in a lecture. Unfortunately they d o not form an integral
part of the library school's curriculum.

Learn by Doing
Although there are many examples of
library work, practicums, and other
learning-by-doing exercises in library
schools, most often class activities happen to be no more than demonstrations.
Either that or they are on a level slightly
above the clerical routines and technical
processing and simple reference questions. We have no clinical or laboratory
experience as such that is on a par with
bio-medical education.
T h e internship o r supervised work in
a library is not a regular part of most
library school curricula. When it is,
rarely does the faculty of the library
school participate. T h e students are usually "farmed out" for a certain period
and their experiences may or may not
f o r x ~an integral part of their library
education.
Although there are meaningful experiences in library science classes, not
enough of the knowledge gained in the
field of special librarianship has been
put to work in an integrated fashion in
today's library schools. A lecture or two
on MARC, a course in library data processing and systems analysis, an elective
in abstracting and indexing or information systems, an exercise in user studies
antl communication problems in a library, are just not enough.
When students graduate from library
sc-hook today, should they not have had
firsthand experience with T h e Library
of Congress MARC tapes and know what
effect, if any, this new source of data will
have on cataloging, reference work, and
library system design? When students
leave library scliool and become school
librarians, should they not know more
than we do about information retrieval
and the impact of nonbook media on
library services?

Most of us are surprised to find new
professionals in libraries who are unaware of their changing role. T o o few
know about their clients' requirements
for more direct access to information.
Library administrators usually expect
new graduates to function with greater
ease than they do, but they are often
disappointed.
How can we stem the tide of increasing irrelevancy of many of our libraries
today? 'iYe need a library education
w h e ~ etoday's knowledge is weighed, examined, applied and critically evaluated.
How can tomorrow's decisions and plans
be intelligently made if tomorrow's library administrators d o not acquire the
needed knowledge today?

Revamp Education
If we agree that library education
needs to be revamped, how can we begin? Let us return to my theme, "Putting
Knowledge to Work in Today's Library
Schools." Concentrate on the word
knowledge: D. '127. MacKinnon (2) has
said,
Knowledge is the result of playing
with what we know, that is with our
facts. L d g e , the second element in
the word knozuledge, means apart.
A knowledgeable person in science
is not, as we are often wont to think,
merely one who has an accumulation of facts but rather one who has
the capacity to have sport with what
he knows, giving creative rein to
his fancy in changing his world of
phenomenal appearances into a
rvorld of scientific constructs.

A knowleclgeable person in librarianship, then, would be someone who has
the facts as well as the experience of
playing with these Facts, taking them
apart as a young boy might examine a
clock. If the object of library science
education is to develop creative and
knowledgeable librarians, then the stage
must be set for this. Passive learners do
not make creative librarians. Passing an
examination or series of examinations is

not the best criterion for judging prolessional promise, or certifying that someone is a knowledgeable person.
Instead of the usual array of admission tests, lectures, course work, term
papers, reading lists, and oral reports,
imagine a library school which would
operate as follows:
A Proposal

1. T h e object of the admission procedure would be to determine if the student has the potential to develop in professional competence and take his full
responsibility as a librarian. T o ascertain
this potential, he would be interviewed
by "library school representatives" (professional librarians in the field who know
the library school's objectives). This new
student would also be interviewed by
faculty and students currently enrolled
in the school. These interviews would
be designed to determine the enrollee's
independence of thought, intelligence,
and potential competence as a professional librarian. If possible, the review
and adnlission process could include a
pre-grad internship, a two-month summer work session (paid) in an approved
library situation similar to the Library
Cadet program sponsored under LSCA.
2. As for curriculum content and
method of presentation, the transmission
of basic facts, skills and techniques
would be principally by means of an
independent study program. As many
programmed learning and computer-assisted instruction modules as possible
would be used. Faculty would be on call
for special classes or tutorials on certain
topics but would not have regular classes
as such covering these basic skills. Some
faculty might run routine laboratories
where exercises in basic skills could be
performed or they might operate experimental libraries as part of their teaching/researcli load. This activity might
require anywhere from one to three
months of the student's time, dependent
on his rate of development and on a
consensus of what we consider to be the
basic skills and knowledge.
Alter this initial orientation and basic

learning period, the student would be
placed in direct contact with various research problems associated with library
developments. Either formal courses or
directed field work would be arranged
for this portion of his education. No
longer boxed in by the normal threecourse teaching load with thirty students,
the faculty would approach this phase
of library education as colleagues rather
than as teachers of the students. T h e
students would help choose the subject
matter and possible projects which
would have relevance for their own purposes and clevelopment. T h e library
school representatives, useful during the
interview stage, would make a contribution at this stage too. Keal problems in
their libraries could form the basis for
projects; sometimes the work would be
brought to the school's laboratory and at
other times, the students and faculty
would study and work at the library in
the field. Any problem deemed manageable could be purs~tedin a discussion
setting with the guidance of the faculty
and the librarians i n charge. In this way,
the necessary theories and principles,
methods and adv;tncetl knowledge could
be introduced and assimilated. T h e students could work with the basic knowledge they acquired during the first phase
of their graduate library education. This
type of educational experience would approximate the clinical and laboratory
experience i n many other graduate programs such as the biosciences, social
work, forestry, dentistry, etc. T h e faculty's research interests and the student's
objectives in learning would be blended
during this phase.
Formal courses as such for certain topics will of course still form a part of this
curriculum.
3. T h e evaluation of students and of
such an innovative library science program would take some careful re-thinking of our present evaluation procedures. They say creativity of thought is
facilitated when self-criticism and selfevaluation are basic. If the student had
a chance to select learning experiences
considered relevant to him then he will
willingly choose directions, participate

responsibly in the learning process and
live with the consequences of his choices.
T h e faculty must bk prepared for a transition from formal course work and tests
to an environment where the student
evaluates his own exercises. This should
become much more important than the
evaluation of the teacher. When the time
eventually comes for the quality of his
completed studies and research and the
other products of his learning to be certified, -this evaluation could be done bv
the faculty and by representatives of
librarianship as a whole.
This brief description of an idealized
library school differs greatly from the
schools with which I am familiar. I n putting knowledge to work in today's library
schools, I don't think it would be enough
to change
only the course content. Even
greater student involvement in determining the pattern of lzis own education
would not suffice to bring about necessary changes. AIuch more is needed.
First, a working relationship with the
field needs to be established which is
quid pro yuo. Second, and most important, the library school faculty must
agree that field experiences and research
are essential and that one (or two) year
in library school alone does not make a
professional librarian. Even though there
are many administrative problems associated with field work and experimental laboratory work, to be a relevant
learning experience both faculty and
students must integrate these experiences
with their formal course work.
,
\

To Move Forward
Will faculty and students in library
schools be willing to admit that a series
of courses, no matter what their content,
is not sufficient preparation for the responsibilities the student should assume
upon graduating? It is difficult for me
to see a suitable alternative if we expect
to implement the proposed ALA statement of the objective of the master's
programs in librarianship. T h e ALA
statement says, "the objective . . . should
be to prepare librarians capable of anticipating and engineering the change

and improvement required to move the
profession constantly forward." T h a t objective can only be met if greater care is
taken to relate the library school student
to the profession's problems and needs.
Concentrating on the tasks and routines
in today's libraries will not do this nor
will a purely academic library education
now typified by a core curriculum with
elective coulses organized by type of
library or type of library work.
No longer can we assume that knowledge in librarianship is merely the accumulation of brick-upon-brick of content
and information-that
something to be
taught is a basic set of courses or learned
on the job. Instead we should look at
graduate library education as a twophase operation; first we must master
certain skills and facts, and second we
must approach some of the problems of
librarianship as researchers and scholars.
Graduate library schools should be
where this happens, where fledgling librarians sprout their wings under the
guidance of experienced professionals. I
am not referring to work on a Ph.D. dissertation, but I am referring to a research orientation to library education.
If this approach sounds interesting,
there is a crucial question for students,
library educators and librarians alike:
can we abandon some of the assumptions
we now have about library education?
Students quite often assume that courses
and experiences in library school will be
like their undergraduate classes; faculty
expect to teach course by course and assume it is difficult to innovate in a semester lock-step program; librarians
would find it difficult to fit both library
school faculty and students into their
workaday world. Everyone will need to
be reoriented if we are to develop a program whose graduates will be tomorrow's
decision-makers in libraries. We will all
have to find ways for the students to
demonstrate that they are able to make
original, significant contributions to
professional practice.
Changing Roles
This new library school envisioned
would include direct experimental con-

frontation with practical, ethical and
philosophical problems. T h e students
would relate their educational experiences to the real problems being faced
in libraries today. T o do this we need
a better working relationship between
library school faculty and the field. A
corollary to such cooperative activities
could be self-criticism and self-evaluation
where all participants will benefit. In
such a close working relationship a
healthier atmosphere might result which
would dissipate the present polluted atmosphere of mistrust, skepticism and
chauvinism.
Suggesting that we effect a better
working relationship among students,
faculty and librarians is not very new or
different, but there is in this proposal a
new emphasis which differs from the old
plaintive plea for more cooperation. Before such a school could open its doors,
several librarians would ha\,e to agree
to have their libraries designated as "library education experimental stations."
Library educators would have to accept
their role as researchers and field workers, and students would have to assume
their role as colleagues working on more
than studying library problems.
Working Example
During much of the time before I
joined a library school faculty, I was
engaged in documentation research (later
called information systems) in the field
of scientific information. illhen I ret~irnedto library education and tried to
relate some of the excitement I felt about
the developments in information systems, I met the same looks and attitudes
that one meets, for example, when showing slides of Europe to a group that has
never been there. Gradually, I realized
that what 1 had witnessed could only
come alive if the audience were given
firsthand experiences; if, in other words,
they were able to play with their knowledge and have sport with what they
knew. T h e problem: How to bring information systems into a traditional library
school with no strong resources or faculty
in special librarianship or computers.

T h e United States Office of Education
and the Library of Congress came to my
rescue in particular with financial and
technical resources in 1968 to help transform some of the class discussion of librarv automation and information storage and retrieval into real experiences
with computer-based retrieval systems.
We started LEEP (Library Education
Experimental Project) at Syracuse University. It was designed to be a laboratory environment where the students and
faculty have experience with a computerbased catalog, rleveloped from the MARC
data. We have learned to search MARC
records (3, 4) in the computer as a library user now uses the cards in a card
catalog. MARC became more than a
four-letter word. Students and faculty
began to evaluate the bibliographic control system within a library by contrasting it with this new tool. T h e impact
of MARC in libraries was brought home
to every student regardless of his orientation to school, public, academic or
special libraries because almost every
student in the school experienced some
use of MARC when he took courses in
cataloging, reference, bibliography or information technology. More than 300 students at Syracuse during 1969 had at
least a brush with the computer-based
MARC catalog. Some of the faculty were
glad that LEEP existed because they
were able to demonstrate certain concepts and the new developments instead
of merely talking about them. T h e new
learning experiences in their courses
were not a difficult or time-consuming
task for them to design. Actual field experiences were few, but that could be
the next step in an overall plan.
A note of caution: All of us engaged
in one or more such elforts in laboratory
or field experiences in library education
would agree that we are only partially
successful. Without intensive faculty
involvement in or proper support for
something like the LEEPIMARC Laboratory, planned activities may be no
more than demonstrations. Without field
projects there is a chance that something
like LEEP could become iust another
class assignment. As someone said, "One

giant LEEP for Syracuse, but one small
step for library education."
Do not construe these last statements
to be overly pessimistic. I have great
faith in the combined efforts of librarians, students and faculty in library
schools, but it takes effort to keep things
brewing. Someone has to encourage us to
find more new ways of teaching and
packaging library education. Someone
has to find a way to effect a reorganization of library educational facilities.
T h e absolute essential for success will
depend, of course, on our collective willingness to begin to have sport with what
we know. Librarianship is a practical
world but it is on the edge of a new existence or a certain demise.
Philip H. Rhinelander ( 5 ) said, "Education ought to be ultimately not a matter of systems, nor of organizations, or of
structures, or of theories, but of individuals who encounter one another, who
respect one another, who can speak to
one another, despite disagreement, and
who can listen."

2. MacKinnon, D. W. / "The Nature of
Creativity." In Creativity and College
Teaching. Proceedings of a conference
held at the University of Kentucky. Bulletin of the Bureau of School Service,
1963, Vol. 35 #4, College of Education,
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'1. ,\thcrton, P. and J. Tessier / Teaching
with MARC Tapes. Journal of Llbrary
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Commentary on

A Paradigm of Commitment

I

WAS APPALLED by the implications
when I read "A Paradigm of Commitment."+
While it was sometimes difficult to be certain where the author was expressing his
own sentiments, and where he was summarizing the work of the sociologist William J.
Goode, on the whole I had the impression
that he was not only agreeing with it, but
elaborating on it.

". . . Goode did feel that librarianship
lacked two key attributes that keep it from
becoming fully accepted as a profession. One
is a prolonged specialized training in an abstract body of knowledge. T h e second is . . .
service orientation, in terms of professionally
defined 'needs' of its clients, rather than
what its clients simply 'want.' "
Medicine is accepted as a profession, yet
in this century it has certainly broken away
from medieval 'abstract' medicine to intense
concern with actual physical study, and in
their internship doctors are certainly concerned with concrete rather than 'abstract'
cases. I believe that the librarian's duty is
" 'serving' the client" by "learning his wishes
and satisfying them." I certainly do not believe the librarian should insist upon playing
Big Brother before 1984 arrives by "defining
what is best for the client in terms of some
set of professional standards of concern and
giving that to the client." A librarian who
truly believes in intellectual freedom and
the Right to Read should be willing to provide materials and opportunity for the library client to make his own decisions.
I certainly have no quarrel with the statement that: "Librarians have value commitDeWeese, Lemuel Carroll I11 / A Paradigm of Commitment. Special Libraries 61
(no.10): p.541-550 (Dec 1970)
+

ments and their choices are not unbiased.
part, . . . choices determine the
areas of knowledge of the present and of the
future." Essentially, because of "limits of
time, finances, etc." the librarian is forced
into the role of Big Brother in deciding
which areas of knowledge are to receive the
priorities of time and materials. "If you try
to please all the interests of one person, you
will probably let all the rest suffer."
DeWeese assails the ALA's old 1939 "code
of ethics" because:

. . . In

"The code, . . . urges fairness and wisdom
in book acquisition, a rather wishy-washy exhortation, but does not assert the simple
ethical duty to follow professional principles
in this matter and to treat lay opinion as irrelevant and incompetent."
The Holy Office of the Inquisition followed its collective conscience and principles
also. It also considered lay (nonprofessional)
opinions as incompetent and heretical. While
this comparison may appear far-fetched, is
it? Has this not been the historical process
in solidifying an orthodoxy which provides
no room for growth and renewal? Can our
fragmented society of today afford that type
of constraint?
While it may be theoretically correct for
the profession to "develop values as to which
areas of knowledge must have priority," certainly even a rudimentary survey of history
shows many instances of one generation's
discarded ideas, radicals, concepts and heretics becoming the models for another era.
Dare the library profession disregard these
lessons of history?
Is it not better for the ideas of democracy,
of compromise, to be applied to the library
profession as it attempts to decide priorities?
Must the librarians essay the role of the

physician prescribing for the patient and
sending tlie proper prescription, i.e., the
proper bibliography to the book warehouse
for the para-professional to fill? T o be realistic, while a doctor may prescribe, the patient often leaves his pills o n the shelf! T o
carry the analogy further, could that be one
of the reasons for non-use of the library today by such a large part of the population?
T h a t the "patient" will not take what the
l i b ~ a ~ i ahas
n decided is best for him?
Why not give the Right to Read a chance?
DeWeese criticizes librarians who stri\e to
supply what users want instead of supplying
them with what the "professional" knows
they should have. I n the intangible world of
reading, learning, and library usage, the individual may be a better judge of his r~eeds
than the best-intentioned professional.

This article may have been written with
the idea of certain specific types of librarians
in mind, such as those who work in special
technical or academic libraries, who may be
asked for specialized, technical information;
if so, then it might be correct for them to
"prescribe" what is best for the client in
light of current information, but for librarians as a whole to act as Mr. DeWeese considers correct for professionals appears to nie
to be adopting the totalitarian credo that the
end justifies tlie means. Are American librarians to abrogate democratic ideals of
service for that? I, for one, am not ready to
play Big Brother.

Jennie H, Schaefer
Pioneer, Calif. 95666

ska news
CHAPTERS & DIVISIONS
Illinois-The Chapter's Nov 22 meeting featured Marty Kravitt, who runs the Northside Clinic under the sponsorship of the Illinois Drug Abuse Program. He discussed
problems of drug abuse.
T h e Chapter has begun an experimental
program of taping addresses a t dinner meetings. For information, contact Mrs. Harriette
&I. Cluxton, Noah Van Cleef Memorial Library, Illinois Masonic Medical Center, 836
Wellirigton Ave., Chicago, 111. 60657.
San Francisco Bay Region-The 2nd edition
of Union List of Periodicals: Science-Technology-Economics is available for $27.50 postpaid
from Miss Phyllis M. Browning, Beckman
Instruments, Inc., Spinco Division, Library,
11 17 California Ave., Palo Alto, Calif. 94304.
T h e publication contains over 12,700 titles
and has been expanded to include annuals
and proceedings of regularly held symposia.

Swinging i n the Southwest
During his November visit to the Rio
Grande Chapter, SLA President Efren Gonzalez met with New Mexico's Governor Bruce
King (see photo) to discuss state library matters. He also spoke to the State Library Commission in a discussion of the role of special
libraries in the state plan, "Coordinated Library Systems of New Mexico."

Southern California-Chairman of the Chapter's Duplicate Exchange Committee is Margaret Cressaty, Exchange Librarian, University of California Library, Irvine, Calif.
92664.
Six regional luncheons were held in November. Each featured a tour or speaker in
addition to lunch.
T h e Chapter's Committee on Social Responsibilities will serve as a clearinghouse
for members who believe they have been the
victims of discrimination. Susan Kamm, P.O.
Box 5033, Inglewood, Calif. 90303 is chairman.
Toronto-The Chapter met Nov 4 at the University of Toronto-to see the new School of
Library Science Building. Brian Land, the
retiring director, presented a slide and tape
presentation of library school facilities over
the years and discussed the school's program.
Tours of the building were included.
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The Statler Hilton

See February 1972 issue
of Special Libraries
for Conference Program!

Chairman:
Loyd Rathbun
M I T Lincoln Laboratory
Lexington, Mass. 02 173

Program Chairman:
Charles Zerwekh, J r .
Polaroid Corp.
750 Main St.
Cambridge, Mass. 02139

Deadline Nears
This is your last chance to submit entries
for the Ferguson Communications Awards.
They are due at Headquarters Feb 15. Mrs.
Lucille Gordon, Institute of Life Insurance,
277 Park Avenue, New York 10017 (212/9223000) is chairman of the Committee. Other
members are George Barlow, Mary M. Regan,
Kenneth Carroll, Ralph Swinburne, Jr.
For the guidelines regulating the award
which will be presented at the 1972 Annual
Conference in Boston, see Special Libraries
62 (no.9): p.375-377 (Sep 1971).
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vistas
Charles H. Stevens Appointed Executive Director,
National Commission on Libraries and Information Science
Charles H . Stevens, Associate Director for
Library Development, Project Intrex, a t
Massacllusetts Institute of Technology, has
been appointcd the first Executive Director
of the- National Commission o n Libraries
and Information Science, Washington, D.C.
T h e SLA Board of Directors had submitted
Mr. Stevens' name to the White House for
consideration for this position more than a
year ago.
Dr. Uurkhardt, President of the American
Council of Learned Societies and chairman
of the Commission, said "The library field
and the information community as a whole
have awaited this appointment with some
anticipation and we are fortunate indeed to
find a man who is a t once a librarian of
acknowledged national stature and a n expert o n the technical aspects of information
retrieval systems. W e have every expectation
that Mr. Stevens will bring to his new duties
a balanced consideration for the mounting
problems of traditional libraries as well as
for innovations in the field."

Mr. Stevens, who will take a leave of absence from M I T to accept the new post, is a
member of the ALA Council, ASIS, Sigma
Xi, COSATI Panel o n Library Programs,
Engineering Index Board of Trustees, Committee o n Library Automation. H e was
Chairman of the SLA Advisory Council
(1967168) and has been a member of SLA
since 1955.

IBY / 72
At its 16th session i n Nov 1970, the General Conference of UNESCO proclaimed
1972 as International Book Year with the
general theme "Rooks for All." T h e basic
goal of the effort is to emphasize the importance of books and related materials to
the individual and society.
T o provide assistance and details about
participation, the U.S. Secretariat for International Book Year has published a guide,
International Book Year 1972: A Handbook
for Participation. T h e handbook explains
the purposes of IBY, its Secretariat and Ad
Hoc Committee and provides program planning suggestions for use a t all levels. Appendices include lists of book-related films
a n d publications, related and resource organizations, and the pertinent resolutions.
T h e publication is available from the
Secretariat, National Book Committee, Inc.,

O n e Park Ave., N.Y. 10016, for $1.25 each
postpaid for 1-9 copies; $1.00, 1@19 copies;
$0.70, 20-50 copies; $0.60, 50 copies. For
additional information and specific program
and promotional guidance, contact Esther .I.
Walls, director, a t the Secretariat.
T h e IBY symbol, by now surely ubiquitous, was designed for UNESCO by Michel
Olyff of Belgium, whose services were obtained through the International Council of
Graphic Design Associations (ICOGRADA).
T h e linking arms symbolize international
cooperation through books; the upright and
sturdy figures convey the important role of
books in national development.

LTP Reports to SLA
Several interesting new programs are being explored by I.'I-I". T h e first, a cooperative user-testing ptogl-am for microform rcadcrs is under discussion by L T P and the National .\rchives. T h e microform readers may
I)c tested in the reading facilities of the National Arthi~.esand the Library of Congress.
It is anticipated that I)ecause readers there
are used for extended periods of time, such
testing (in additiotr to laboratory testing)
would lje more indicative of reader pcrfol-niance than the small scale in-use testing
pi-csently carried out. Discussion is still in
the l~relirninat-ystate.
I n another effot-t. L.1'1' is beginning to clevelop the exchange of design criteria with
T h e Library Association with the aim of
getting the Ixst ideas about library equipment and supplies. L.J. Taylor, librarian
and information officer of the British association, has already given CI-itiqucsof a design for a cataloger's camera and a theft detection system. L T P is also exploring the
feasibility of conducting a survcy of small
libraries to find out what their specific problems are, m d how L I T might solw or alleviate those that are within its competence.
Among t l ~ earticles a n d reports published
in t l ~ cSeptember 1971 issue of f.ibrcwy Technology Rcf1or1.s at-e t l ~ efinal repol ts o n eight
models ot wood arm chairs being tested under CLK Grant #315-4.
As tlic test pros]-am winds toward its conclusion, ~)~-elimin:o)steps in evolving a draft
performance standard are being taken. Informal review of the test program and some
test 1-esults 11): a qualified thil-(1 party has
indicated that thc present test procedure
sl~ould produce valid and tiselul information. However, Ixlore t l ~ et o t procetlures are
promoted as a (11-aft.\NSI Standard, further
study is ~varl-anted.
A n :~rticlco n thc Book Mark theft detection system marketed by the Library Burcau
Divisiou of Kemington Kantl Corporation
also appeared in September. It is an addition to the survey of theft detection systems
publisl~edin ,July 1970.
Card catalog cabinet trays have also received attention. I n the November issue of
Library Te( h?zology Rcports evaluations of
five all-plastic trays appeared. These tests
wcre funded by L'1.P. It is hoped to initiate
another program in whicll plastic trays with
wood fronts will be tested.
Library Tcchnologj lieports has contracted
with Morgan Information Systems, Inc., to

test a batch o f microform readers, which will
include several of the new l a p readers.
Testing and evaluation in three categories
of AV equipment is planned for the near
future. Update testing will be done for selfcontained table unit record players in the
$100 to $200 price range and heavy duty
cassette tape recorders. Also to be evaluated
is a new category of equipment-the sound
filmstrip projector. T h e projectors to be
tested are designed for one of these two options: wall projection or projection on a
built-in sct-een.
'I'he American Library Association now
O W I S the two patents o n the carpet wear
tester tleveloped under the auspices of L T P
by the Institutional Research Council. T h e
patents cover thc device and the testing
method. T h e carpet industry has evinced
considerable interest in the device, which is
expected to replace the tester used by the
National Bureau of Standards. Beginning immediately, LT'P is taking steps to make the
tester availal~le.'I'he patents were acquired
as part of the assets of the I R C which is being dissolved.
1'1-oblems with those difficult-to-bind, narI-ow-margin volumes arc l~ecoming a thing
of the past, with turther improvements being
incorporated in the Smyth Cleat Sewing
>lacllinc. Some are cleveloped by the myth
Company and some by the Heckman Bindery
of S o r t h i\Ianchester, Indiana. I ' h e Heckman Bindery, which has been intel-ested in
the ~nachinesince it was known as the Jones
Sewing Machine, obtained one of the three
prototypes some time ago. Results with it
encoul-aged tllcm to pu~-rhascthe two other
prototypes. Their success with the machine
prompted the Smytll Company to plan the
production of 10 macllines by next May, the
first to be ready for the market in hlarch.
.\t present, Heckman is sewing all suitable
materials having less than y2" margin o n the
Smyth madlines. An innovation by Heckman is the placing of hot-melt adhesive in
each of the cleats, which results in securely
locking the thl-cads. Heckman comments that
i t is t l ~ e i ropinion that cleat sewing with the
;~pplication of hot-melt adhesive compares
lavorably in strength with a n oversewn volume, and has the additional advantages of
I-eqriiring much less inner margin and allowing the book to open more freely.
Howard Pasternack has been appointed
assistant editor of Library Technology R e ports succeeding Howard White who became
in
M ~ Shiarjorie
.
E. Weissman
LTP/ALA, Chicago 60611

International Federation of Library Associations
197 1 IFLA General Council-37th Annual Session
Liverpool City Central Libraries
Aug 28-Sep 4, 197 1
Librarianship in a n international milieu
can be just as stuffy a n d uninspiring as at
any national or local meeting. T h e meeting's
theme "The Organization of the Library
Profession," produced no apparent spiritual
uplift among the 700 delegates and observers
of the International Federation of Library
.\ssociations.
.4t the opening session, the welcome to tlie
United Kingdom and to Liverpool was handled briefly and effectively by the president
of T h e Lihrary Association, Dr. George
Cliandler, librarian of tlie Liverpool City
Libraries. Dr. Chandler was a n excellent
choice to be the local conference organizer.
H e together with his amiable a n d hard-working library staff were a crew of excellent
stage managers. O n e suspects that Liverpudlians may Ilaye been o n short library rations
during the 1FL.X week.
'The Lord hlayor of Liverpool, Alderman
C:llai-les Cowlin, J.P., welcomed IFLA to the
city with ;In address that was both germane
'rnd brief-a
model speech for all political
personalities as well as for all librarianspeakel-s. Equally br-ief and equally effective
were the remarks at the opening of the exhibits b y Alderman 1-1. \Y. Hughes, 0.B.E.
'Ille welcome from Her Majesty's Government was estcntled hy . I he Kt. Hon. Vircount
Eccles, P.C., K.C.V.O. in a surprisingly knowledgeable address for a political figure. Lord
Eccles is Paymaster General with responsibility for the arts and libraries. H e suggested
the nectl for a n international library service
to facilitate acquisitions and lending between
countries, and that IFLA might operate as a
sort of Bank of International Settlements.
H e ful-thet- suggested that tlie libraries of
tlie world would be judged on how strenuously they struggled to bridge the gap to the
younger countries who d o not possess rich
xocks of printed materials or highly develo~xd
library systems.
Presiding a t the Opening Plenary Session
was Herman Liebaers, Director of the Royal
Lihrary, Brussels. Dr. Liebaers is serving the
wcond year of a three-year term as president
o f IFLA. T h e soporifics of his presidential
address were fore-omenetl in its first sentence
when he referred to his address last year as
having been too long. 'I'he universality of

IFLA, Universal Bibliographical Control, the
International Book Year, and the organization of the profession seemed to be four
topics for this year's address. Liebaers may
have had some good points, but they were
lost in a mumbled presentation.
U p to this point in the Opening Session,
one could believe IFLA's history that IFLA
had originally been a gentleman's club consisting of national librarians-all
male. But
now, a gentle lady representative from
Uriesco (whose name was murdered in the
introduction) took the prize away from IFLA's
president as being not only the longest talking but also the most gently unintelligible
speaker a t that session. Several potent Liverpool fire sirens and Mersey River boats
helped to stir the audience occasionally.
IFLA's treasurer, rreben Kirkegaard of
Denmark, has a problem common to most
treasurers: expenses increasing faster than
the income. His proposed solution is to assess
dues to associations in each country in propot-tion to that country's contribution to
Unesco. T h i s may seem to be an equitable
\ o h t i o n on paper, but it results in dues incl-exes of about 300% for the associations in
the United States, Voting on the proposed
dues structure will occur in 1972.
T h e high point of the Opening Session
was its closing with a cocktail reception at
11:30 a.m. as guests of Lord Eccles. Repeated dosages of Scotch whiskey at room
temperature with n o ice and in 2 oz. portions lubricated international librarianship.
'The scoreboard showed that Lord Eccles was
far ahead in the popularity polls for all
Plenary Sessions.
As a t any conference, the more interesting
papers were presented at the smaller meetings of the IFLA Sections and Committees,
although the problems in large part resembled those a t home. For example, there are
problems of recognition of special librarianship as a profession in Hungary; there is
a library manpower problem in Taiwan;
there are problems of cooperation and coordination between special and general libraries in Finland and in Australia. And,
just as a t home, some of the sessions had
truly competent chairmen, and some had
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chairmen who fancied themselves to be the
principal speaker and managed to use u p
their session's time slot by expounding their
own expertise.
T h e Second Plenary Session was titled
"Organization of the Library Profession."
These papers led more than one of the 700
registrants to wonder if the session should
not have been titled "Lack of Organization
. . . ." Papers presented from some develop
ing nations seemed to suggest that they may
be blindly following the supposedly enlightened leads of the older self-satisfied library
organizations in both hemispheres north of
the equator. A few person-to-person contacts
provided the real zest after this Session.
T h e number and size of the receptions
and other elegant bashes a t IFLA meetings
are always awe-inspiring: o n Monday evening a reception in Liverpool's Walker Art
Gallery; o n Tuesday evening a cruise o n the
Mersey River with a reception a n d dance o n
board the Royal Iris, a n d organized by the
North Western Branch of the Library Association; o n Wednesday evening a reception
a t the University of Liverpool; and o n
Thursday evening a reception by the Lord
Mayor at the Liverpool T o w n Hall.
O n Friday a day-long bus tour had its
morning coffee-break south of the Welsh
border at the Flintshire County Council Library Headquarters in Mold. T h e County
Library (Llyfrgell y Sir) is a very modern
functional building as the headquarters for
11 full-time libraries, 8 part-time libraries
and 3 bookmobiles. North of the Welsh border, lunch was a t the Cheshire County Hall
with the County Aldermen in Chester, followed by a visit to the Nantwick Branch Library. T h e day ended with further busing,
with tea and a tour of T a t t o n Hall and
Park in Knutsford, Cheshire.
T h e cost of such continuous hospitality
boggles the mind of any American librarian
concerned with the possibility of a n IFLA
Meeting in Washington, D.C. in 1974.
As the week progressed, it was once again
apparent that the Eeal advances occurred i n
the work of the committees and sections and
not in the Plenary Sessions of the General
Council. No meetings were scheduled for
two of the three Subsections of the Special Libraries Section: Observatory Libraries
Subsection, Geography and M a p Libraries
Subsection. Is su&a minute structural differentiation needed i n a n international federation?
T h e Final Plenary Session had the tedium
of all business meetings. Resolutions from

the sections a n d committees were somehow
adopted by the General Council without
taking a vote. If there was any attempt to
follow any parliamentary procedure, it was
not apparent from any action of the presiding officer.
O n e agenda item was the election of a
Vice President for North America. Foster
Mohrhardt had served i n this post for six
years and, therefore, was now ineligible for
further re-election. SLA had nominated Erik
J. Spicer, Parliamentary Librarian, Ottawa.
Mr. Spicer's nomination was supported by
all six Canadian associations and by three
of the five American associations. ALA had
nominated Robert Vosper (UCLA) who was
also supported by ARL.
By the quirks of IFLA's Statutes, nominations are reviewed by IFLA's Consultative
Committee which recommended Vosper over
Spicer by a vote of 28 to 5. I n the General
Council, Spicer picked u p additional votes
but was defeated by a vote of 40 to 24. Of
the 92 full member associations of IFLA.
only 64 cast a ballot. T h e use of proxies i n
favor of Spicer had been ruled out by the
IFLA Executive Board. But soon after the
vote had been announced, it was learned
that some voting delegates had left Liverpool o n the preceding day and had passed
their ballots to persons who, i n some instances, were neither delegates nor alternates.
Why does a n Executive Board opinion
(added to the IFLA Statutes) specify that of
six Vice Presidents there be a Vice President
for North America, a Vice President for the
socialist countries of Eastern Europe, and a
Vice President for Western Europe? Why
does international politics blow into the
rules of this federation of library associations? Why d o all the associations have a
voice i n electing a Vice President who represents one regioi, such as North America? "Curiouser and curiouser," said Alice in
Wonderland as she went to lunch a t her
seventh of Liverpool's infinite Chinese restaurants. How will the Statutes be interpreted i n 1972 a n d 1973 when a Vice President for the socialist countries is to be
elected-especially
if some organization in
the People's Republic of China attains IFLA
member status by that time?
T h e 1972 meeting of IFLA will open o n
August 26 i n Budapest with the theme:
"Reading i n the Changing World."

HAVE YOU HEARD ?
Urban Information
Beginning in 1972, Greenwood Press,
Inc. (Westport, Conn. 06880) will offer an information service on current urban documents.
The program consists of a paperbound quarterly Index to Current Urban Documents
with an annual clothbound cumulative volume. All documents cited in the index will
be available in microfiche.
Police Librarians
T h e South Dakota Planning Agency is
establishing an Administrative Library and
Information Center in the state capitol, with
Ted Kneebone, formerly head librarian at
Yankton College, as director. T h e Center
will serve the Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration, and eventually extension
services will be established with those cities'
police training officers becoming the librarians.
ASIS President-Elect
John Sherrod, director, National Agricultural Library, has been elected presidentelect of ASIS. He will take office as president
at the October 1972 ASIS meeting in Washington, D.C.
Research Journal
A new journal-Research Policy-is being published by North-Holland Publishing
Co., P.O. Box 21 1, Amsterdam, T h e Netherlands. T h e journal will cover priorities for
research in the various scientific disciplines
through papers dealing with industrial R&D.
Specimen copies are available from the publisher.
Micropublishing
Microform Review is a journal that
provides articles on micropublishing and reviews of microform publications. T h e publication is available in both a paper version
and microfiche version for $20.00 each per
year or $30.00 combined per year. For information: Microform Review, Rogues Ridge,
Weston, Conn. 06880.
ERIC On-Line
An on-line service, SDC/ERIC, contains the 75,000-item data base from the U.S.

Office of Education's Educational Resources
Information Center files, T h e service, available from System Development Corp., Santa
Monica, Calif., identifies relevant items of
educational literature to speed up research
projects. A user enters his search request in
English via a standard teletypewriter and
telephone connection and receives the information. I t is available at a minimum charge
of $380 for 10 hours per month or $23 per
hour.
Interlibrary Communication
Library Telecommunications Directory: Canada-United States, 4th ed., lists libraries in the U.S. and Canada using T W X
or TELEX for interlibrary communication.
T h e Directory is available for $2.00 prepaid
from Library Systems and Communications
Division, Duke University Medical Center Library, Durham, N.C. 27710. Copies will be
sent automatically to libraries that purchased
the 3rd ed.
NMA Publications
T h e National Microfilm Association is
offering to libraries a special package of microfilm equipment reference works. For $36
libraries receive three NMA publications
(Guide to Microreproduction Equipment,
5th ed.; Computer Output Microfilm, 2d ed.;
ReaderslReader-Printers) and they may purchase a subscription to the Journal o j Micrographics at the special $20 library rate. For
information: NMA, 9728 Colesville Rd., Silver Spring, Md. 20910.
Information Science Proceedings
T h e Proceedings of the International
Conference on Information Science, held in
Tel Aviv, Aug 29Sep 3, 1971 are expected to
he available in Mar 1972. Prepublication Price
(until Feb 15) $20; afterward $28. Orders to
Organizing Committee, International Conference on Information Science, P.O. Box
20125, Tel Aviv, Israel.
Federal Information Resources
The Proceedings of the Second Federal
Information Resources Conference represents
the continuing dialogue between research
librarians t h r ~ ; ~ h o u the
t country and representatives of federal library and information
processing agencies. The publication is available for $4.25 from T h e Federal City Colleges
Press, 425 Second St. N.W., Washington, D.C.
2000 1.

COMING EVENTS

REPRINTS JUST RELEASED:
FIESER:STYLE GUIDE FOR CHEMISTS

Feb 25-27. Environmetal Communication
Workshop . . . a t St. Louis University, Missouri. For information: Environmental Communication Workshop, School of Law, St.
Louis University, St. Louis, Missouri 63108.
M a r 6-8. National Federation of Science Abstracting a n d Indexing Services, annual conference . . . at the Belmont Plaza Hotel.
New York City. For information: Stella
Keenan, NFSAIS, 2102 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19103.
M a r 23-24. Information Sciences a n d Systems, 6th annual Princeton conference . . .
a t Princeton University, N.J. For information: Professor Murray Edelberg, Dept. of
Electrical Engineering, Princeton University,
Princeton, N.J. 08540.
Mar 30-31. ''Serials/Periodicals: Systems &
Subsystems," LARC Institute . . . a t Regency Hyatt House, Atlanta, Georgia. Fee
$130 members; $150 non-members. Contact:
LARC Association, 365 Ravello Lane, Costa
Mesa, Calif. 92627.
Apr 3-6. Catholic Library Association
at Pick-Congress Hotel, Chicago, Ill.

122 pp. Cloth

5.95

Original edition 1960, reprint 1972.

GUITA:TRANSFORM & STATE
VARIABLE METHODS IN LINEAR
SYSTEMS
426 pp. Cloth $14.95
Orlginal edition 1966, reprint 1971.

JONES:
BLOW MOLDING
220 DD. Cloth d 7.00
Original edition 196i,'reprtnt

1971.

KUXIN:
ELEMENTS OF ION
173 pp. Cloth S 9.50
EXCHANGE
Orzginal edition 1960, reprint 1971.

KLISIN:
ION EXCHANGE RESINS
466 DD. Cloth $15.00
1 L

Original editron 1958, reprint 1971.

LUHS:THE CHEMISTRY OF SYNTHETIC DYES AND PIGMEXTS
750 pp. Cloth $38.00
Origrnal edition 1955, reprint 1965. 1972.

>I&NSFIELD:
INTRODUCTION TO
TOPOLOGY
126 pp Cloth $ 7 50
O r ~ g ~ n ardltion
l
1963, reprtnt 1964, 1966, 1972

PI ~ T T . Eh'\'IRONMENTAL MEASURESIENT R: INTERPRETATION
248 PP. Cloth $12.00
O r i ~ i n a lrdition 1964','reprrnt 1972.

SSELI: COLORIhlETRIC METHODS OF
AN.4LYSIS
557 p p Cloth 528.00
Original edition 1959, reprrnt 1972.

ZIKCK:
DYNAMIC WORK SIhlPI.1FIC:\TIOhr
2.52 p p Cloth .S12.50
Origznal editron 1962, reprint 1971.
ROBERT

I.

ublishing to. inc.

..

Apr 10-12. Information Industry Association,
4th annual meeting . . . a t the Roosevelt
Hotel in New York City. Theme: "The Information Enterprise, Part 11-Information
Centers." For information, contact Paul G.
Zurkowski, Executive Director, Information
Industry Association, 1025 15th St. N.Ur.,
Washington, D.C. 20005.

L O W COST PERIODICAL
A N D P A M P H L E T FILES

Apr 16-22. National Library Week.
Apr 24-26. Indexing seminar . . . a t the
University of Maryland Center of Adult
Education.
May. Symposium of editors of library, documentation and archives journals .
at
U n e s ~ oHouse, Paris.

..

Apr 30-May 3. Library Applications of Data
Processing, annual clinic . . . a t Graduate
School of Library Science, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Theme: "OnLine Systems Applied to Library Automation." For information: Leonard Sigler, Division of University Extension, 111 Illini
Hall, Champaign, 111. 61820.

Sturdy- A ttractive-Unique
ALL SIZES SAME PRICE
FREE SAMPLE MAGAFlLE sent upon req u e s t . \ / ~will
~ receive it by return mail along
with handy size-chart and additional details.
No obligation or salesman follow-up.
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CURRENT PROBLEMS
I N REFERENCE SERVICE

LIBRARY PROBLEMS
I N SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

by Thomas J. Galvin
6" x 9". 162 pages. $9.95 net pp.
20% off on 5 or more.
Here are 35 case studies based on actual, emerging political and social issues which might
arise in any modern library. They offer remarkable learning and teaching experiences for anyone concerned with libraries because they help
the reference librarian, library student and
library administrator to identify, analyze, judge
and resolve such problems as requests for reading lists on sex education. . . library service in
open-admissions colleges . . . application of performance budgeting to reference service . . . and
more. LC 77-162527. June 1971.

by James M. Matarazzo
6" x 9". 191 pages. 89.95 net pp.
20% off on 5 or more.
These 35 realistic case studies are designed to
help students in pre-service and in-service programs, graduate classes, seminars and workshops master the sources and uses of scientific
literature, and make the information available
to a variety of clientele, from the young to the
advanced researcher. The case studies cover the
whole spectrum of complex literature and administrative problems involving scientific reference questions and sources. . . dissemination
of scientific information. . . library planning,
policy and supervision . . . collection building
. . . and more. LC 70-164033. November 1971.
Both volumes are part of the Bowker Series, "Problenl-Centered Approaches to Librarianship,"
edited by Professor Thomas J. Galvin of the School of Library Science, Simmons College.

r------Order your copies today on 30-day approval! ------1
R. R. Bowker Order Department, P.O. Box 1807, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48106
i
i
I C U R R E N T PRORLEMS I N
1
REFERENCE SERVICE. $9.95 net pp.
I
US. and Canada; $10.95 elsewhere.

! 20% off 5 o r more. ISBN 0-8352-0425-1.
1

L I B R A R Y PROBLEMS I N
( SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. $9.95
net pp. U S . and Canada; $10.95 elsewhere. 20% off 5 o r more. ISBN 0-83521 0486-3.
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Published by R . R . Bowker Company / A XEROX EDUCATION COMPANY
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Medical Coverage
from the British
Medical Journal
Achieved through the 17 world-famous
specialist journals published by the B.M.J.,
each focusing on a major field of medicine.
Presenting material of lasting value to specialists in fields ranging from cardiology
to psychiatry, the B.M.J. publications include:
JOURNAL O F NEUROLOGY, NEUROSURGERY AND PSYCHIATRY publishes
original articles on all aspects of its subject matter by investigators and specialists throughout the world. The highest standards are maintained, both in the choice of material
selected for publication and in the reproduction of illustrations. Annual Subscription
(six issues a year), $17.50.
ARCHIVES O F DISEASE IN CHILDHOOD is devoted
to all aspects of child health and disease, with emphasis on clinical paediatrics. Original
articles by paediatricians and other specialists throughout the world. A n ~ z u a lSubscription
ANNALS O F T H E RHEUMATIC DISEASES publishes
(six issues a year), $17.50.
original articles by authorities in the U.K., U.S.A. and elsewhere on every manifestation
MEDICAL
of the rheumatic diseases. Annual Subscription (six issues a year), $17.50.
AND BIOLOGICAL ILLUSTRATION sets out to describe and evaluate all methods
of visual presentation for research and teaching in the medical and biological sciences.
Published quarterly. Annual Subscription, $13.25.
The B.M.J. publishes also the following journals:
Psychological Medicine British Heart Journal Gut British Journal of Medical Education
Thorax British Journal of Venereal Diseases Cardiovascular Research British Journal
of Ophthalmology Ophthalmic Literature Journal of Medical Genetics * British Journal
of Preventive & Social Medicine Journal of Clinical Pathology British Journal of Industrial
Medicine.
All subscriptions to the United States can be ordered from the BRITISH MEDICAL
JOURNAL, 1172 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, Mass. 02134. Subscriptions for all
other countries should be ordered from the Subscription Manager, B R l T l S H MEDICAL
JOURNAL, B.M.A. House, Tavistock Square, London, WCIH 9JR, England, o r through
any leading subscription agent o r bookseller.

Some :librarians tend to
overestimate us.
They're convinced that
The Times on Microfilm costs
rncre than it actually does.
The truth, however, is that
current reels of The New York
Times on Microfilm cost considerably less th'crn a n y other major news publication on microfilm. Less than 8 cents per foot
. . . less than $'7 per reel.
A subscription for 1971

diate use of the microfilm.
costs $325.
S o if y o u h a v e n ' t y e t
Of course, the complete
back file is more expensive. subscribed to The New York
But thousand:; of our current Times on Microfilm, we hope
subscribers handle this by pur- it's not because you're overeschasing additional microfilm timating us.
a s their budgers allow.
Let u s s e n d you comAnd by using our De- plete details. Write to The New
ferred Payment Plan.
York Times, Library and InforUnder this plan, librar- mation Services Division, Dept.
ies can purchase a s much mi- 1056, 229 West 43d Street, New
crofilm a s they need. And have York, N.Y. 10036.
four years to pay. With imme-

"TheNew York Times on Microfilm?
We'd love to subscribe to it. But at s just
too expensive for our library."
-
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Complete composition, press
and pamphlet binding facilities, coupled with the knowledge and skill
gained through fifty years of experience, can be put to your use-profitably

VERMONT

THE
PRINTING COMPANY
Brattleboro, Vermont

PRINTERS O F THE OFFICIAL J O U R N A L
O F SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION

H e r e ' s neat, l o w - c o s t , a t t r a c t i v e storage f o r
l i b r a r y p e r ~ o d i c a l s ,other
d ~ f f i c u l t " materi a l s s u c h as newspapers, cassettes. transparencies
ShelfGFiles p r o m o t e order t o
save f i l i n g a n d f i n d i n g t l m e : m a k e m o r e
e f f i c i e n t use of shelf space. M a n y styles.
cizes See t h e m i n our n e w catalog.

catalog
of library
supplies and
equipment
Over 5,000 i n t e r e s t i n g ,library
items In one
b ~ g c. o l o r f u l .
complete catalog.
Select f r o m 29
different book
trucks. 2 7 library
tapes, 8 s t y l e s o f
shelf-files. b o o k
returns, w o o d or
c a r d cabinets, sel
y o u r funds
pockets, paperbai:ksJ eic., et;
can b u y m o r e i f jIOU h a v e a c o p y .

WRITE:

THE HIGHSMITH COMPANY. INC.
Fort Atk~nson, W ~ s c o n s ~ 53538
n

The New York Public Library Announces the Publication of

The Dictionary Catalog
of
The Research Libraries
A Cumulative
List of Authors, Titles, and Subiects
Representing Books and Book-Like Materials
Added to the Collections Since
January 1, 1971
Distribution of the new book catalog (containing all entries put into machinereadable form during the year 1971) will begin with the issue for January 1972.
Monthly cumulative supplements will be issued thereafter with re-cumulation of 1971
and 1972 entries in July 1972 and January 1973.
1972 subscribers will be entitled to both 1971 and 1971- 1 972 cumulations.
Subscription price: $400 per year for 1972; $500 per year thereafter.
(Billing after distribution of the first issue.)
Subscription orders should be sent to the following address:
The New York Public Library
The Research Libraries Administrative Office
Room 214
Fifth Avenue & 42nd Street
New York, New York 10018

the
forget-you-not
subscription

POSITIONS WANTED

a

That's just another name
for our popular "till forbidden"
service - automatic annual renewal of your subscriptions.
F. W. Faxon is the only fully automated library subscription agency
in the world, and now you can put
our IBM 360/40 computer to work
for you - t o
assure the prompt,
accurate, efficient handling of
your subscriptions.
Send for our descriptive
brochure and annual librarians'
guide.
Library business is our only
business - since 1886

' LJu
15 Southwest Park
Westwood, Massachusetts 02090

Dir. Foundation Libr. Research Center & Museum-I0
yrs. cxp. in development, administration; upgraded, selected, researched, classified
materials; prepared interntl. exhibits. Desires
business-related affiliation in NYC. Box C-173.
Biological Sciences Librarian-BS,
MS, Biology: RISLS. Research and teaching experience.
Seeks challenging position in academic or industrial emironment. Box D-180.
Librarian (MSLS)-Desires
part-time employment in medical, pharmaceutical, law, or industrial library (in or near Philadelphia) on
Friday night, all day Saturday and Sunday. Box
D-179.
Geog./Libn.-MSc,
MA (Cartog., Air-photo intcrp.), MSLS (map). 15 yrs. teaching; work exper.
ARDA, Govt. of Can., Natl. Atlas of India. Seeks
work geog., map libr. U.S./Canada. Box 11-181.

POSITIONS OPEN

Telephone: 617-329-3350
Information Specialist-The
Brain Information
Service, UCLA, has a position open in its Information Services Section with salary range u p to
$10.5'36 depending on qualifications.
M i n i m u m Qualifications: Background in the
sciences, preferably biological; library degree or
scientific background with literature searching
experience. MEDLARS experience and knowledge of foreign languages desirable.
Assignments: T o index current literature in
biological sciences for input to computer retrieval system; formulate searches for retrieval
from this file; prepare bibliographies from files
and other standard reference tools in the biological sciences; scan and evaluate literature for
selection of material relevant to information
center scope. Some general reference work and
editorial assistance with publications also involved.
Direct rksumk and inquiries to: Miss Louise
Darling, Librarian, Biomedical Library, Center
for the Health Sciences, University of California,
Los Angeles, California 90024.

Information concerning t h e Employment C l w r i n g house t o b e held a t t h e 1972 Annual Conference
in Boston w i l l a p p e a r in t h e M a r c h 1972 issue of
Special Libraries.
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THE MARKET PLACE

Technical
Librarians
The Boelng Company has several

Back Issue PeriodicalsScientific, Technical,
Medical and Liberal Arts. Please submit want
lists and lists of materials for sale or exchange.
Prompt replies assured. G. H. Arrow Co., 4th
Sc Brown Sts.. Philadelphia, Pa. 19123.
Foreign Books and Periodicals-Specialty: Search
Service. Albert J. Phiebig Inc., Box 352, White
Plains, N.Y. 10602.

~rnrned~ate,
long-range openlngs for
literature searchers w ~ t h~ t sAero
space Group techn~call~brarystaff

For Sale-Chemical Abstracts (v.17-43: 192349);
bound, best offer. Hamilton College Library,
Clinton, N.Y. 13323.

In Seattle The staff serves a large
s c ~ e n t ~and
f ~ ctechn~calcl~entelew ~ t h

multi-d~sc~pl~nary Interests
These posltlons prov~dean opport u n ~ t yto w o r k w ~ t hand asslst In
develop~ngcomputer retr~evalsystems Other dunes Include ~ n d e x ~ n g
and abstracting techn~cal publ~ca
tlons, mater~alsselect~on,conduct
Ing searches of open and closed Ilt
erature, and c o o r d ~ n a t ~ nwg ~ t houts ~ d e~ n f o r m a t ~ o and
n
reference
agencies
R e q u ~ r e m e n t sInclude an M L S
f r o m an A L A - a c c r e d ~ t e dl ~ b r a r y
school. U S c~t~zenship,
an undergraduate degree In pure or appl~ed
sclence, and t w o years' profess~onal
experlence In a technical l~brary
Please wrlte today, ~ n c l u d ~ nyour
g
experlence and educat~onal background, to M r R F Rob~nsonThe
B o e ~ n gCompany, P 0 Box 3707,
Seattle, Wash~ngton981 24

Equal Opportunity Employer
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. . . the world's major archive
of modern electrical and electronics engineering
The Inltitute of Electrical a n d Electronics Engineers is pleased to announce that a l l IEEE journals,
including those of its predecessor societies, are now available on microfilm for compact storage a n d
quick access-viewing or printout.

BACKFILES
IEEE TRANSACTIONS-from
Engineers

1951 through 1970, including the Transactions of the lnstitute of Radio

PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE-from
of Radio Engineers

1913 through 1970, including the Proceedings of the lnstitute

TRANSACTIONS of the American lnstitute of Electrical Engineers-from

1884 through 1964

IEEE SPECTRUM-from 1964 through 1970
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING-from

1931 through 1963, a publication of the AlEE

ANNUAL UPDATES
Beginning in 1972, all present IEEE journals may be purchased on an annual-update basis starting
with the 1971 issues. Included are the 30 IEEE Tronsoctions, the Journal of Solid State Circuits, the
Journal of Quontum Electronics, Proceedings of the IEEE and IEEE Spectrum. Both backfiles and updates can be purchased on 16 mm or 35 mm positive or negative film, in cartridges or reels. All film
is processed in accordance with archival standards as set by the National Bureau of Standards.

Discounts are available on purchases of the combined backfiles of a l l IEEE Transactions. For a complete listing of microfilmed iournals, prices and discounts. call IEEE Microfilm Services at (212)
752-6800 (Ext. 600). O r write to:

THE

I N S T I T U T E OF
ELECTRICAL A N D
ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERS, INC.

@
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S e c o n d class p o s t a g e
paid a t N e w York, N Y.
a n d a t additional
mailing offices

at your fingertips. . .

the finest tool
for bibliographic
verification
ever published!
New Science Citation Index"' 1965-69 Cumulation
identifies over 90% of the world's
published scientific and technical literature.
W h a t w a s the title o f that a r t ~ c l e ?T h e author's correct name'? 'Thr!
journal in which it a p p e a r e d ? T h e gear a n d volumo? W h e t h e r you're
assisting a library patron in writlng a paper, rpsparching a scholarly
s t u d y , o r borrowing an article f r o m a n o t h e r library through a n
interlibrary loan, it's essential that you know. And the Science
Citation Index tr:lls you, like nu o t h e r comhinatlon of references
atailable anywhere.*
In s t u d y a f t r r s t u d v , t h t Science Citation Index has d e m c n s t r a i e d
~ t sabilitv to identify specific items of tile world's scientific and
technical'literature with an e a s e , s p e e d , accuracy, a n d thoroughness
t h a t makt2 it l n d i s p e n s a h l ~ to scientific. mpdica!. and technical
1ihrarit.s both large a n d small.
And the n e w 5-Year Cumulative SCI'S --coverlng all of the
scientific disciplines f o r t h ~y e a r s 1965 ihrough 1969 in a single
referenr:~
- virtually
g u a r a n t e e s that you'll find a n d validatt: the
information a b o u t almost any paper ever published. So there's n o
need t o w a s t e time looking through all tht: other indexes it might
b e In. W h a t ' s more, the ncxv 5-Year SCI t a k r s less thdn h a l f the
s p a c e o f th? fi\,r> annua! Issues ~t r?places.
You o w e y o u r Ilbrary patrons, your staff a n d yourself the conbenicnce, thr: a u t h o r i t y , and t h r arrriizled c f f i c ~ e n c y o f the n r w
5-Year SCI. Find uut rnort: .lhout how I: ,.an say? > o u tirnr: and
monev. Writc f u r o u r n e w b r o c h u r r

Institute for Scientific Informalion

